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Abstract
Distributed file servers are becoming an important part of the network infrastructure. The
increased capacity of disk drives has increased the amount of storage managed by the file server.
The number of network clients have increased, as well as the bandwidth and connectivity between
the clients and servers. The file server is a bottleneck in the access path between the network client
and the data on the disks. To alleviate this bottleneck it has been proposed to directly attach disks to
the network, thereby increasing the aggregate network bandwidth to the data and relieving the file
server. Attaching disks to the network brings security problems that do not exist when the disk is
only attached to the file server.
Simply applying existing authentication protocols to network attached storage is not sufficient because of their administrative and computational requirements. We review some of the
common means of authentication in use today and their weaknesses when applied to network attached storage.
To address these authentication weaknesses, we present an authentication protocol to provide strong authentication guarantees to network attached storage. This protocol avoids the infrastructure and computational overhead of other protocols while still providing strong identity,
integrity, and freshness guarantees.
To enable the protocol we introduce an object model to permit the correct level of access
control to the data stored on the network storage devices. Additional advantages to using an object
interface as opposed to a block interface are discussed.
We describe a completely distributed file system, which we implemented for Linux, that
takes advantage of the authentication protocol and object model. The file system exhibits scalability,
manageability, and security features missing in most contemporary file systems. It also illustrates
how adding simple object semantics to network storage devices can remove the need for a file server
without sacrificing security.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The need to access anything from anywhere has emphasized the role of distributed file
servers in computing. Distributed file systems provide local file system semantics when accessing
remote storage. This allows network clients to incorporate the remote storage into the local file
system. File semantics are well understood by users and applications, making distributed file servers
a convenient tool to use in developing distributed applications.
As the role played by distributed file systems expands, some shortcomings of their design
become increasingly evident. Faster clients, high bandwidth connections, and larger drive capacities
increase the demand on file servers. Although it would seem that network file server performance
would be limited by the I/O capacity of the system storage devices, in actuality, with sufficient I/O
bandwidth, file servers frequently become CPU bound. Riedel and Gibson showed that even with
low overall CPU utilization burst loads were sufficiently intense to over-utilize the CPU [47]. By
allowing direct access to storage devices by the clients they were able to reduce the workload of
the file servers. This kind of direct access also requires a supporting authentication mechanism to
prevent malicious clients from making unauthorized changes to the storage and, consequently, the
file system. While this kind of access control becomes more apparent when clients can directly
access the storage devices, even classical distributed file systems are frequently lacking in this area.
Applications that rely on distributed file systems should not be compromised by security
weaknesses of the file systems on which they are built. Data stored on distributed file systems
frequently need to be protected from unauthorized access or eavesdropping. The administrators of
the distributed file servers control access to the servers and, consequently, who has access to the
data on their storage devices. Encryption can be used to preserve the confidentiality of the data in
these situations, but in practice users must encrypt outside of the file system to achieve this kind of
confidentiality. Contemporary distributed file systems are only beginning to address these issues.
The authenticated network attached disks we present address these problems by providing
an architecture based on one-way hash functions providing for mutual authentication of the network
disks and the clients. This architecture obviates the need for more performance intensive authentication methods such as public-key encryption and Kerberos [40]. The authentication infrastructure
required is very small and flexible, allowing it to fit into more complex systems.
Finally, since encryption is not required to support authentication, a variety of legal issues
can be avoided. Domestic encryption is restricted in some countries [9], and others restrict export
of encryption [55, 56]. These restrictions can be avoided by the network disks allowing the same
disks to be used worldwide.
We review the components of distributed file systems in  1.1. In  1.2 an overview of the
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types of contemporary file systems is presented to show the context in which this work was done,
as well as an overview of the authentication methods used in those file systems. An overview of the
rest of this thesis is presented in  1.3.

1.1

Distributed File Systems

In general, a distributed file system has four components: clients, file servers, authentication servers, and data stores. Client machines access files on behalf of users and applications.
Users and their applications have credentials that are used to identify themselves to an authentication server, or even directly to a file server. Some examples of file systems, which will be reviewed
later, that separate the file server and the data stores are Swift [32] and Zebra [22]. Andrew File
System (AFS) [24] is an example of a file system that separates the authentication and file server
components. The more contemporary file servers, such as Network File System (NFS) [53] and
Common Internet File System (CIFS) [41], do the file serving, authentication, and storage at the
same server.
If an authentication server is present, the client authenticates the user to the authentication
server in the form of a password, token, or other authentication method. The authentication server
gives the client new tokens that are used to access the file server. These tokens may grant access to
specific files on the file server or may simply authenticate the identity of the user.
In classical distributed file systems, all accesses to the data store are through the file server.
The file server verifies the accessibility of the data before carrying out the request from a client on
the data store. The data store is usually locally attached to the file server. Since the local storage is
only attached to the file server, it can simply carry out the requests of the file server without having
to authenticate or check access permissions.
Storing data on a network is often accompanied by the sharing of data between users. For
sharing to occur, users need to be able to transfer rights to other users. Assignment of a user’s rights
or of a subset of those rights to another user should be possible. On some distributed file systems, a
user can give access to specific files. On others, the granularity of sharing is at the directory level.
Finally, some only allow users to grant access to entire sub trees.

1.2

Related Work

This section presents some key work in the area of distributed file systems to illustrate
the differences in their aspects. We start by presenting some of the popular server based file systems, followed by file systems that distribute the work across multiple servers, and then completely
distributed file systems. After presenting these file systems, we will present work in the area of
authentication, followed by some important examples of the application of these authentication
methods in distributed file systems, beginning with the weakest forms of authentication.

1.2.1

Distributed File Systems

While most distributed file systems share the common goal of extending local file system
semantics to network storage, the approaches differ greatly. To illustrate these approaches we begin
by presenting two of the most popular network file systems: NFS and CIFS. We then present AFS
and DFS. They allow the file system to be spread across multiple servers. We also present a group
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Client

data & metadata
requests

Server

local
connect

Figure 1.1: The data and metadata accesses in NFS and CIFS.
of file systems that manage the file system metadata at file servers and store the data on dedicated
data servers. This idea has been applied to NFS and AFS by the NASD project at Carnegie Mellon
University. Finally two serverless distributed file systems are presented.
NFS
NFS [53] was developed by Sun Microsystems to provide transparent remote access to
files. It uses a Remote Procedure Call / Extended Data Representation (RPC/XDR) interface to
make it portable across operating environments. The file system consists of stateless file servers and
file system clients. NFS is more a file sharing protocol than a file system. The NFS protocol implies
mostly U NIX semantics to the files, and the files themselves are usually stored in a local file system
on the file server. The file server exposes sub trees of the local file systems to the network.
Since the files are being shared from a local file system, file systems accessed by NFS
clients do not span servers. CIFS, described in the next section, shares this limitation. Figure 1.1
illustrates the file system access in these server based network file systems.
When a client connects to a file server the client first uses the mount protocol to get
a handle to the root of the sub tree that will be accessed. The mount protocol server runs on a
privileged port. Once the handle is obtained, the clients communicate with the file server running
on a non-privileged port to request file and directory data. Version 2 of the protocol restricted the
maximum transfer size per request to 8192 bytes. Version 3 [8] of the protocol removed this limit
which allows for better performance. Client caching is not specified in the protocol, but in practice
NFS clients cache file data for 5 seconds and directory data for 30 seconds. Writes are committed to
disk when received by the server. Version 3 added a write commit protocol to allow multiple writes
before actually committing to disk.
The most common form of authentication in NFS is network based. Only the server
authenticates the client. The client does not authenticate the server. As mentioned in section 1.2.2,
network based authentication is subject to a number of attacks and tools exist to exploit them. Other
proposals exist for using DES with public key encryption and Kerberos, but they have yet to gain
popularity.
NFS is stateless to make it resistant to server failures. Because it is stateless, it loses the
open and close semantics of files. Open and close semantics can be used for efficient cache management both on server and client. Caching reads is very important since reads are the overwhelming
majority of client operations. The simple time based caching limits the effectiveness of the cache
and does not assure cache consistency.
CIFS
The Common Internet File System (CIFS) [41] is a stateful file sharing protocol that has
evolved from a file and print sharing protocol for personal computers on a local area network. A
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CIFS server is able to share files, printers, and FIFO (or named pipes) with CIFS clients using
Server Message Blocks (SMB). Communication between the client and server takes place via a
request SMB and a response SMB. With one exception, the client always makes a request to the
server not vice-versa. SMB’s are encapsulated in a NetBIOS packet and transported over a reliable
transport such as TCP.
CIFS uses mandatory locking that is enforced by the CIFS server. Files may be opened
with file level locks to provide read, write, and exclusive locks to a file. Byte locking can also be
used to lock ranges of a file for read or write access. Variations of the read and write SMB’s are
available to perform a simultaneous read and lock on a byte range, as well as a simultaneous write
and unlock. In the case of the level locks and byte range locks, the locks will be released when
the client explicitly releases the locks or closes the file. The CIFS server will not revoke the locks
held by a client. The later versions of CIFS added a temporary locking called opportunistic locking
that can be requested by the client when a file is opened. If opportunistic locking is requested,
the client need not write changes to the server or request locks until the file is to be closed or the
server revokes the opportunistic lock. If the server must revoke an opportunistic lock, the server
sends an SMB to the client revoking the lock. The client replies to the request after flushing any
data to be written and requesting locks for ranges that were requested while the opportunistic lock
was held. The specification for the CIFS protocol makes very little mention of caching. Caching
is only mentioned in relation to opportunistic locking. Cache consistency can be maintained using
the CIFS locking mechanism. However, since the server cannot revoke locks held by the client the
caches must be flushed to the server quickly and the locks released to avoid impacting other clients
waiting on the lock.
CIFS supports two security modes: share-level and user-level. In both cases the client
and server are both in possession of a shared secret (i.e. the password). Security is enforced when
a session is initiated with a resource. In the case of share-level security, access to the resource is
restricted using a password. Once access is gained to a resource using share-level security, the same
level of access is used for all files and sub directories in the resource. User-level security, on the
other hand, requires a userid and password to access the resource. Once the resource is accessed the
level of access can vary on an individual file or directory basis.
To prevent eavesdropping of passwords when initially accessing resources of a CIFS
server, encryption can be used while authenticating. DES is used as the encryption algorithm. The
variable names ( ) and terms used to describe the validation protocol are taken from the standard
[41]. When the client initially connects to the server and negotiates the protocol level that will be
used, the server sends back a crypt key which is computed by encrypting a string composed of eight
question marks with a seven byte string, which is usually a combination of the time and a counter.
The client begins encrypting the password by calculating  , which is a string composed of eight
question marks encrypted with   .   is the user’s password padded with spaces if necessary to
form a 14 byte string.   is  with five null bytes appended. Finally, the encrypted password is
the result of encrypting the crypt key with   . Both the client and server perform the calculation
and the server validates the result sent by the client with the result of its own calculation.
If authentication is done using the above algorithm, the password is protected from eavesdropping and the use of the crypt key seems to protect the result from being replayed to gain access.
The authentication is only done on initial connection to the resource. The connection oriented protocol is relied upon to maintain the integrity of the rest of the session. As was pointed out earlier,
TCP cannot be relied upon to provide this kind of integrity. Packets can be manipulated to and from
the server in order to fool the client and server; or the session itself could be taken over after the
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Figure 1.2: The data and metadata accesses in AFS.
connection is made, giving the attacker access to the resource as if she were the user that connected
to the resource.
Dedicated Server
General purpose operating systems provide many functions and features that are superfluous to a system whose sole function is to act as a file server. Some of these functions include
graphical user interfaces, multitasking, and application programming support. Operating systems
have been created to expressly support the file serving function. An example of such an operating
system is Network Appliance’s dedicated file server. Their customized operating system is designed
specifically for processing network requests, and includes a Write Anywhere File Layout (WAFL)
[23] that is optimized for file serving. The result is a file server with improved performance when
compared to a file server hosted by a general purpose operating system. Several existing file sharing
protocols are supported including CIFS, the de facto Windows file sharing protocol, and NFS, the
de facto U NIX file sharing protocol. This allows the server to communicate with many existing
network clients.
AFS/DFS
Andrew File System (AFS) [24] is a stateful distributed file system. It has a much more
complicated infrastructure than NFS because it actually is a file system. AFS presents the network
clients with the appearance of a single name space. The first level of the name space exposes the
available AFS cells. Each cell has a subtree in the AFS network complete with its own domain of
authentication. These cells can have many volume servers. The volume servers contain the actual
file system data. Figure 1.2 illustrates the access methods of the clients. The figure shows that the
metadata and data requests are passed to volume server. Each volume server contains a subtree of
the file system.
Its performance advantage over other distributed file systems is a result of its caching the
entire file locally when it is opened. Cached copies of files are made consistent with the file on the
file server when the file is closed. Benchmarks show that local caching of files reduce the load on
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Figure 1.3: Client access using data and metadata servers.
the file server allowing it to serve additional clients. AFS uses a callback mechanism to keep copies
of files that are in the cache and no longer opened consistent with the originals on the file server.
The performance improvements in AFS are not universal. If a file is not cached, a file open may take
longer than with NFS. File closes may take longer than using NFS, since the data must be flushed
to the server if the file has changed.
Authentication in AFS is done using Kerberos [40, 29]. Directories have access lists
which allow accesses based on user’s Kerberos identifier. When a user wishes to access AFS, she
first obtains a Ticket Granting Ticket (TGT) from the authentication server. This ticket is time
limited and allows the user to request additional tickets to communicate with the AFS file servers.
Kerberos tickets are only used for authentication; no encryption is done on the actual file data. Furthermore, even though all the network packets sent between the clients and file servers are authenticated using Kerberos, the packets themselves are not actually integrity protected. For performance
reasons, only the packet header has integrity guarantees, so modifications to the payload of the
packets are undetected. Kerberos relies on synchronized clocks to prevent replays. If clocks are not
loosely synchronized, the authentication services will not work.
Decorum File System (DFS) [27] is a follow-on to AFS. It improved caching by allowing
parts of the file to be cached instead of requiring the whole file to be cached. This was necessary
to allow for files to be opened that would be too large to cache in their entirety. The improved file
caching also included cache consistency call-backs with finer levels of granularity. Files in DFS are
always kept consistent. When a file is opened, the client obtains a token for the piece of the file that
is kept in its local cache. If the token is for writing and another client requests that piece of the file,
the server will revoke the token, cause the client to flush any changes to the server, and release the
token. After the first client releases its token, the second client will be granted a token and make
changes to, or read, that piece of the file.
The latest version of DFS [15] also enhances security. All packets are integrity protected
by default and there is an option for encrypting the packets between the client and server. The files
themselves are still stored in plain text on the file servers.
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Storage Servers
Figure 1.3 illustrates how metadata and data can be managed separately by separate
servers. The simplest example of a file server making this kind of separation is the Bullet [59]
file system. It had directory servers that handled naming and access control, and Bullet servers that
store file data in immutable data objects. Access to the data objects on the Bullet servers was done
with object numbers to identify a data object and capabilities to allow client access to a given object.
The object numbers and capabilities were distributed by the directory servers. The greatest limitation of the Bullet file system was that file data objects must be read and written in their entirety.
Given that an analysis of the file system traffic at the time [42] showed that 75% of the files are
accessed in their entirety, the authors did not view this limitation as that great.
The Swift file system [32] also used objects at the storage servers, but they were used to
stripe the file data across objects on different storage servers. It also did not require that files be
accessed in their entirety. The authors found that this striping boosted the aggregate bandwidth and
processing available to serve files even when individual files were being accessed.
Because individual files were striped across the storage servers, files that were smaller
than the stripe stride multiplied by the number of storage servers were not able to fully obtain the
benefits of striping. Zebra [22] combined the ideas Swift [32] and log-structured file systems (LFS)
[51] and RAID [44] to produce a file system that stripes the file system data across the storage
servers. Instead of storing file data in objects and the storage servers, each client writes update
logs to its own stripe fragments and the network storage. The clients use the file manager (which
manages the metadata) to manage the mapping between the file system name space and the location
of the file data in the stripe fragments.
Network Attached Storage Device
Dedicated servers provide an impressive increase in performance. However, the scalability of the server is restricted by factors such as the processing power of the CPU, the speed of
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the system bus, network interface, disk interface, and the disks themselves. This is because the
file server must be involved with all transactions between the client and the disks. Figure 1.4 illustrates one solution to this problem. The disks are directly attached to the network and allow the file
server to marshal client requests to the appropriate disks. When disks are network attached, the file
server is able to manage significantly more storage and the aggregate network bandwidth increases
dramatically.
The convergence of network and I/O connection technologies inspire investigations into
the use of the network as the I/O bus [52, 26]. For example, Network-Attached Secure Disks
(NASD) [17] have been made to operate with Network File System (NFS) and Andrew File System
(AFS).
In file systems built with NASD, the file server provides only file system meta-data while
the actual file data are provided by the network attached disks. When files are accessed by network
clients, the requests must be authenticated and permissions checked before the access is allowed.
The file servers generally do this kind of checking. However, if clients are allowed to directly access
the disks, the disks must also be able to verify the authority of the client’s access to the data.
NASD uses time limited capabilities to authorize clients to perform specific actions on the
disk. The disk has shared secrets with the file manager that are used to create capability keys. NASD
initially used DES and secure communication between the file server and the NASD to coordinate
the capabilities. Later [18], capabilities were generated using the shared secrets at the file manager
in such a way that the NASD could verify a capability that was sent by a client was created by the
file manager. This optimization eliminated a lot of key exchange traffic between the file manager
and the NASD.
When a client wishes to access data on the disk, the client gets a capability from the file
server to present to the network disk. The client then presents the capability with a request to the
disk, at which point the disk verifies that the capability allows the requested action before actually
carrying out the action.
Benchmarks show that by allowing clients direct access to the network attached disk, the
processor utilization of the file server decreases dramatically. This means that the file server can
handle more storage, but does not eliminate the file server altogether. Therefore, the scalability of
the file server limits overall growth of the file system.
Serverless
The serverless file system (xFS) [11] was developed in conjunction with the Network of
Workstations (NOW) project at the University of California, Berkeley. The file system consists of
a network of trusted workstations that cooperate to provide the functionality normally provided by
a network server. The result is a file system that has no central repository of files. Instead, the file
system data and meta-data is spread among the network of trusted workstations.
By spreading the file system data and meta-data across multiple machines, the aggregated
resources are much greater than what would be found on a normal file server. These resources
include cache size, network bandwidth, and processing power. Striping and logging is also used to
boost performance.
While dramatic performance improvements are seen when the serverless file system is
compared to a more centralized file system, these performance improvements come at a price: reduced security. The client and manager kernels are trusted to protect the file system from malicious
access. Thus, the serverless file system is designed to run in a uniform security environment. This
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kind of environment can be found in NOW and in a network where all machines are administered
and trusted equally.
To allow access to the serverless file system by untrusted clients, an NFS gateway is
used. The gateway is trusted and serves as a firewall between the trusted network and the untrusted
clients. NFS clients access the gateway as an NFS server. The gateway then makes requests on the
part of the untrusted client. The gateway has the potential to become a bottleneck and adds extra
traffic and processing to the requests. However, performance improvements are still obtained via
the cooperative caching and log-based striping.
JetFile
JetFile [21] is similar to the serverless file system in that file system data is spread across
the clients. However, JetFile uses storage servers to act as a repository of files for backup and
availability reasons. The key design point of JetFile is their use of multicasts as the communications
medium. Multicast is used to ensure cache consistency amount all the clients accessing a file system
object.
Each file system object is given a FileID. Associated with a FileID is a multicast address.
Scalable Reliable Multicast (SRM) [16] is used to locate a FileID, and unicast is used to actually
retrieve the data from that location. The client that has the FileID will answer the SRM and serve
the data to the requesting client. Writes are done locally and do not need to be written back to a
storage server, since the client doing the writes will serve the data to other clients by answering
SRMs for the FileID with itself as the location. Before a modified file is removed from the local
cache, the client will update the storage server with the changes.
Because writes and reads do not have to go back to a storage server and many replicas
of a file can exist at different clients, it is important to have a way to serialize updates to a file.
Serialization is done using a version server that generates version numbers for files that are updated
by clients. The version requests are also multicast, so other clients can mark their cached files as
changing. The version server also periodically sends out a table of current file versions via multicast
to fix up any clients whose version table has become out of sync.

1.2.2

Methods of Authentication

Users of a distributed file system have the ability to control who has access and the kind of
operations that can be performed on their files. These restrictions are normally enforced by the file
server. However, before a file server can allow an action to be taken on a piece of data, it must first
discover the identity of the requester of the action. The file server requires the user to authenticate
with it before deciding whether the request is to be allowed.
In some cases authentication is done by simply retrieving the user identifier from the
request; in others, cryptography is used to give a stronger way of validating identity.
Authentication is not a concept that applies only to clients. Clients may also wish to
validate that the response to a request came from the server from whom they believe it came. The
most common distributed file systems in use today only authenticate clients.
Network Based
Every device connected to a TCP/IP network has an IP address associated with it. This IP
address is unique to the network. When two devices communicate with each other, each message
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sent includes the source IP address and the destination IP address. It is convenient to authenticate the source of a message by checking the source IP address. Currently, IP addresses are four
bytes, usually written as four numbers separated by dots. Since numbers are hard to work with, IP
addresses are mapped to domain names by DNS [36]. This mapping allows the use of more descriptive alphanumeric names for IP devices. Many applications that authenticate machines based upon
network addresses allow the use of domain names in the access lists.
Usually network applications authenticate users, not machines; so further information
about the user sending the message is needed from the remote machine. U NIX systems have a userid
associated with each user. This userid is a 16-bit number which is mapped to an alphanumeric user
name generally done via an /etc/passwd file or Network Information System (NIS). When messages
are sent to servers, the client usually includes information about the user that is making the request.
The server is more likely to trust that the message contains a valid user name if the message is
coming from a privileged port. U NIX systems allow only the super user (root) to access privileged
ports (numbered below 1024).
In theory, the use of network address authentication of machines and privileged ports
provide a good means of client and server authentication. However, in practice a number of attacks
[4] can compromise the security of both the client and server. Early on, attacks on routing protocols
allowed one device to spoof (or act like) another device by taking on the network address of the
device and redirecting network routes. Spoofing can also be done by returning fraudulent data to
requests to resolve domain names from IP addresses. Also new PC operating systems, such as OS/2
and Windows, do not have a concept of privileged ports; thus making it difficult to trust any user
information sent by the machine.
Password Based
CIFS, described in  1.2.1, uses password based authentication. This type of authentication
is also common in file transfer protocols such as FTP and HTTP. In its simplest form, a client
initiates a connection with a server and sends a user identifier and a password that corresponds to
that user on the server. The password is a shared secret between the user and the client.
Of course if the password is sent in the clear, it is exposed to a network eavesdropper.
To avoid exposing the password it may be exchanged via a challenge-response type of protocol.
In theory, the challenge-response could be used to validate that both the client and server are in
possession of the key; but, frequently, only the server issues the challenge.
Even if the password is not sent over the network in clear text, it is still susceptible to
man-in-the-middle and session takeover attacks. In the man-in-the-middle attack, the attacker relays
traffic between the client and server until they have finished validating each other, at which point
the attacker starts making requests directly to the server acting as if it were the client. In session
takeover, the attacker takes on the network identity of the client after the client has authenticated
itself to the server. Both attacks take advantage of the fact that authentication is only done at the
beginning of the session.
Kerberos
Kerberos [40, 29] bypasses problems with network based authentication by not trusting
the network. It is an example of an authentication method that uses a trusted third-party and symmetric encryption. The Kerberos protocol adds time stamps, a ticket granting server, and another
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approach to cross-realm authentication to the Needham and Schroeder authentication protocol [38].
There are four entities in the Kerberos authentication protocol: the client, the server, the Authentication Server (AS), and the Ticket Granting Server (TGS).
The client initiates the communication between client and server. A Kerberos ticket is
used by the client to authenticate itself to the server. The ticket contains a certificate issued by
an AS or TGS. The certificate includes a random session key, the identity of the client, and an
expiration time. The certificate is encrypted with the secret key of the server with whom the client
will communicate. The client requests tickets from an AS or a TGS using a shared secret key.
The authentication server has a database of secret keys used by clients, servers, and ticket
granting servers. When a client wishes to establish the identity of the user, on whose part it is acting,
to a server, the client requests the password from the user and then requests a ticket from the AS
to communicate with the server on behalf of the user. The AS responds with a ticket encrypted
with the secret key of the server and the random session key included in the ticket encrypted with
the password of the user. Tickets received from an authentication server are called Ticket Granting
Tickets (TGT) because they are used to obtain other tickets from a TGS. A TGT is used to allow
single sign-on. The user should only have to give her password once instead of every time she needs
a ticket. Keeping the password in memory is dangerous, since an attacker that obtains the password
could impersonate the user until the password is changed. By storing a TGT the attacker could only
use the TGT until expired (usually on the order of eight hours).
Once the client has a TGT, it can be used to obtain tickets from a TGS to authenticate
the client to other servers. When a client wishes to establish the identity of its user to a server, the
client presents the TGT and the identity of the server to the TGS. The TGS returns a ticket to the
client encrypted with the secret key of the server and the random session key of the ticket encrypted
with the random session key in the TGT. The client presents the ticket to the server and then they
exchange cipher text encrypted with the random session key of the ticket to mutually authenticate
themselves.
Implementations of Kerberos use DES, which can cause problems when trying to export
applications which use Kerberos. Although DES keys are difficult to break, humans need keys that
they can remember. Keys chosen by users are often subject to dictionary attacks. In addition the
infrastructure which Kerberos requires can be difficult to setup and maintain. The expiration time
of the tickets require synchronized clocks which may be difficult to achieve with network attached
storage. If clocks get out of synchronization, replays and broken keys can be used to attack servers.
These limitations with others have been detailed by Bellovin and Merritt [3].
Public Key
In 1976, Whitfield Diffie and Martin Hellman published a paper [13] that proposed publickey cryptography. Ralph Merkle had proposed the first implementation of a public-key cryptosystem two years earlier in a term paper [35]. A public-key cryptosystem consists of two keys: a
public-key and a private-key. The private-key is computationally difficult to derive from the publickey. Users of the cryptosystem distribute their public-key keeping the corresponding private key
secret. Messages are sent to a user by encrypting the message with the user’s public-key. The
message can then only be decrypted by the user in possession of private-key.
The Diffie Hellman algorithm is a key exchange algorithm based on public-key encryption. The algorithm gets its security from the difficulty of calculating discrete logarithms compared
to the ease of doing exponentiation. In the key exchange the two parties have a common  and
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 such that  is primitive with respect to  . Both  and  may be public. The first party picks a
random number  , and the second party a random number  . Where  and  are the private keys.
The two parties then exchange  and  . These two results constitute the public keys. Both parties
now have a shared secret:  , which they can use as a shared symmetric encryption key. One attack
that Diffie Hellman is subject to is the man-in-the-middle attack. In man-in-the-middle, the attacker
does a key exchange with each party as if it were the other. Since there is no authentication in the
algorithm neither party knows the identity of the other.
Authentication can be done with public-key algorithms through the use of digital signatures. In these algorithms the private key is applied to a function along with the message to be
signed. The result is the digital signature. A recipient of a message can then apply another function with the message and the public key and verify that the result matches the digital signature.
There have been many digital signature algorithms devised. The most popular are Digital Signature
Algorithm (DSA) and Rivest Shamir and Adleman (RSA).
Digital Signature Algorithm is part of the Digital Signature Standard [57]. This standard
was introduced in 1991 to provide message authentication and integrity. It does not provide encryption. The algorithm has three public parameters:  , a prime number,  , a prime factor of  , and
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RSA [50] predates DSA and is much simpler. RSA also provides encryption as well as
authentication. The public key consists of   _ , where  and  are prime, and ` that is relatively
,.0/ : 5a> : fa> . After generating c ,  and
prime to : 5a> : Rba> . The private key is c6`edS
 are discarded and never revealed. RSA can be used to sign a message, 7 , by signing its hash:
gSEG: 74> . The digital signature is given by A Mih ,.0/  . Anyone can validate a signature by
,.0/  and verifying that U   .
computing U  Akj
One problem with public-key cryptosystems is key distribution. Two parties can mutually authenticate themselves only if they know the signing key of the other party. Managing keys
becomes an intractable problem if everyone’s public-key must be distributed to every other party
before communication takes place. This problem is addressed by the use of Certificate Authorities
(CA). Everyone is required to have the public-key of the CA. In addition everyone must have their
public-key signed by the public-key of the CA. This is generally done by getting a message, called
a certificate, with the party’s identity and public-key in it signed. When one party sends a message
to the other, it signs the message with its public-key and sends the message with the signature and
its certificate. The other party can verify the owner of the public-key via the certificate and the
authenticity of the message by using the public-key contained in the certificate.
One of the problems of certificate based authentication is revoking a certificate. A certificate would need to be revoked if the private-key was lost, for example. Certificate revocation is dealt
with in two ways: expiration dates, and Certificate Revocation Lists (CRL). Each certificate contains an expiration date that limits the amount of time that a compromised key can be used. A CRL
contains a list of certificates that are no longer valid. This list is signed by the CA and distributed
periodically. Because each certificate has an expiration time, the list will not grow indefinitely.
The two major drawbacks to digital signatures are key size and speed. Both DSA and
RSA require keys at least 512 to 1024 bits in length to be secure. MAC and symmetric encryption
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keys in general are considered strong if they are 128-bits in length. DSA and RSA are also orders of
magnitudes slower that MAC and symmetric encryption algorithms. This slow down is largely because of the key sizes involved and the operations performed. The operations required to use public
key authentication are substantial and make it unsuitable for use with network attached storage.
Message Authentication Codes
Message Authentication Codes (MAC) provide both message authentication and integrity.
A MAC is the result of applying a cryptographic one-way function to a secret key and and a message.
The MAC is then appended to the message when the message is transmitted. Typically the same
secret key is used to verify and generate the MAC. To verify, the receiver simply applies the same
secret key as the sender and the message received to the function. If the result is the same as the
MAC included with the message, the receiver is assured that the message arrived intact and was
generated by someone in possession of the secret key.
Encryption functions such as DES can be used to implement one-way functions. However,
plain one-way hash functions such as MD5 [49] or Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA) [58] can be used
as a MAC function. The MAC function we us that is based on SHA and MD5 is called HMAC
[30, 2].
MACs are useful since message integrity is important, and a MAC provides both message
integrity and authentication in one calculation. HMAC, in particular, avoids encryption restrictions
that are present in many countries.
One of the problems with MACs is that both parties involved in the communication must
be in possession of the same secret key, so a method of key distribution must be employed. A key
distribution scheme based on a trusted third party and symmetric encryption keys, such as Kerberos,
may be employed. A public key distribution scheme can also be employed using public keys for
encryption, not just authentication.
A novel scheme for authentication and key distribution based on HMAC called KryptoKnight [5] could also be used. In form it is much like Kerberos. It uses a trusted third party and
has tickets that are used to initiate communication between two parties. However, unlike Kerberos
KryptoKnight uses only an elementary form of encryption (in the form of a one-time pad) that
allowed IBM to get approval for its use around the world without restriction.
The session key is generated by the Trusted Third Party (TTP). Each party will receive the
session key encrypted with a one-time pad that only the receiving party and the TTP can recreate.
The one-time pad is generated by the TTP by generating a MAC for some of the communication
data and a random string sent by the receiver. The MAC is not sent by the TTP, but is used as the
one-time pad. Since both the TTP and the receiver share the secret used with the MAC, both can
regenerate the one-time pad. This allows the reciever to decrypt the session key sent by the TTP.
KryptoKnight does not depend on synchronized clocks. Instead it uses one-time random
numbers (nonces) to ensure the freshness of a message.
The simplicity and speed of HMAC algorithms, as well as their immunity from restrictions on encryption, make them perfect for use in network attach storage. The authentication scheme
described in chapters 3 and 4 makes heavy use of HMACs and many of the concepts used in KryptoKnight.
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CFS
The Cryptographic File System (CFS) [6] isn’t actually a file system itself, instead it is
a virtual file system that serves as an encryption layer between the user and a shadow file system.
All the file data and directory data is stored encrypted on the shadow file system. The user provides
keys to the CFS which it uses to decrypt files and directories from the shadow file system for reads,
and encrypt files and directories for writes. There is a one-to-one mapping between the files on the
shadow file system and CFS. The shadow file system can be any local or network file system on the
machine.
Keeping the data encrypted on the shadow file system allows for convenient management
of backups. The backup administrators are able to copy the files to tape, but the data itself is not
compromised. The confidentiality of the file system is also maintained if a distributed file system is
used since CFS, in effect, provides end-to-end encryption.
There is some data that is not encrypted by CFS. File sizes, access times, and the structure
of the directory hierarchy are all kept in the clear. Thus, CFS is vulnerable to traffic analysis attacks
from real-time network data collection and file system snapshots. In addition, the authentication
and integrity of the data is provided, in part, by the shadow file system. Old data can be replayed
without detection, if the encryption key has not been changed. If the data itself does not have
integrity checks the cipher text may be able to be changed without detection.

1.3

Overview of the Thesis

In the following chapters we present secure network attached storage that is able to leverage the benefits of extremely distributed file systems, such as xFS, without sacrificing security.
The next chapter presents the object model, referred to as SCARED (Secure Array of Remotely Encrypted Devices), used by the network attached storage that will be leveraged throughout this thesis.
The object model allows us to avoid the bottleneck of a management server for metadata, such as
block location, access control, and cache coherency, as well as, the complexity of a distributed
management protocol.
An authentication protocol for SCARED will be presented, followed by a cryptographic
analysis of the protocol. SCARED protects the data from unauthorized access, without resorting
to intensive cryptographic operations. The protocol also allows the key distribution to be done
independent of the storage device, making it possible to integrate secure devices into any existing
security framework. The main advantages over capability protocols, such as NASD, are the ability to
share access keys, identity keys, and user key derivation. Identity keys are especially advantageous
because they reduce the number of keys managed by the clients and remove the need for a file server
to create capabilities. The cryptographic operation are much faster than those used in public key
cryptography. And the infrastructure requirements are much simplier than Kerberos.
Finally, a distributed file system, Brave, built using SCARED devices will be presented.
Brave runs at each client, and provides file semantics for the data stored on the SCARED devices.
The fundamental advantage of Brave over existing file servers is that it is serverless, so it is not
limited by the scalability of a single server. It has this advantage without sacrificing security.
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Chapter 2

The SCARED Object Model
In order to increase the aggregate bandwidth and processing to network storage, it has
been proposed to directly attach storage devices to the network. This is in contrast to the more
mainstream idea of putting the storage devices behind network file servers. Examination of past
literature reveals that the idea of clients directly accessing storage servers is not new.
Previous file systems such as Zebra [22] and Swift [32] striped the file system across
multiple network storage servers that the clients directly accessed. Zebra had a large block interface,
called fragments, into which it logged client requests and Swift had a more object based abstraction.
The Bullet [59] file system presented an extremely simple object based abstraction to interface to
the network storage servers that stored immutable objects. More recently Petal [31] groups multiple
storage servers into what is effectively a large block device onto which the clients map a distributed
file system, Frangipani [54]. GPFS [25] and xFS [11], the serverless file system from Berkeley, use
the clients in a cluster as storage servers to form a single distributed block device. NASD [17] and
Trapeze [10], on the other hand, use an object abstraction with network attached storage. Of course
this is only a small sample of current and past work, but it does show a long history of network
attached storage and their access methods.
This chapter addresses the advantages of an object interface over a block interface for
network attached storage, and it proposes an object model that is used in our version of network
attached storage. Given that most local storage interconnects, such as IDE and SCSI, are block
based, it seems natural to have a block interface to network storage. We refute this intuition by
presenting four areas in which an object interface has significant advantages over a block interface:
additional semantics, storage allocation, caching, and authentication.
The next section describes some of the additional semantics that can be added to a network
storage device to increase the overall efficiency of a distributed file system using network storage.
Section 2.2 presents the allocation problems of network attached storage and their solutions using
an object model. The advantages of object access with respect to caching and authentication are
presented in  2.3 and  2.4. The chapter is summarized in  2.5.

2.1

Object Abstraction

As mentioned in the introduction, using an object model on the network storage allows
additional semantics at the storage device. Some of the semantic information is simply a result of
the object interface. For example, if a block interface is used, the relationship between disk blocks is
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not easily derived. However, in an object based model the network storage knows to which objects
a block belongs and can optimize accordingly. One of the main optimizations of the Bullet [59] file
system is to store all blocks of a file contiguously.
The object interface is even more advantageous than the block interface when functional
semantics are added to the objects. The file systems reviewed in the introduction that had an object interface supported little more than the operations that can be done on normal file; namely
read, write, and truncate. These functional semantics are enough for storing files in objects, but if
directory data is to be stored in objects, more operations need to be added to the object interface.
In the following sections, we present the operations for two object types: data objects,
and meta-data objects. The data objects support operations usually found in an object interface to
support file objects. The meta-data objects have additional semantics to support directories. The
common attributes and operations of both types of objects will be presented in the next section
before the operations specific to each object type are introduced.

2.1.1

Basic Semantics

Just as a block interface to storage uses block numbers, objects are identified by an object
number, which will be referred to as the object identifier or OID. Clients use OIDs to access objects
just as they would a block number to access blocks. An important difference is that the mapping
of an OID to physical blocks requires additional meta-data that the mapping of block numbers to
physical blocks generally do not need. This is because objects are not fixed size and the blocks they
use will grow and shrink over time.
Another difference between block numbers and OIDs is that OIDs are created and deleted.
In our object model, we do not reuse object OIDs. Since our OIDs are 128 bits we do not need to
worry about exhausting our supply.
Our object abstraction also allows the storage to manage object meta data such as access
times and size, as well as allowing clients to attach their own metadata to an object such as access lists. This allows the storage to more actively participate in a distributed file system, thereby
removing much of the load from the distributed file servers.
When an object is created, the create request specifies which type of object to create.
In this chapter we outline two types of objects: data objects and metadata objects. We will first
describe the data objects, which is the simpler of the two, followed by the metadata object.

2.1.2

Data Object Semantics

Data objects support the semantics associated with files in a file system. Basically a data
object represents a logically contiguous set of data blocks. The storage device is responsible for
mapping the set of blocks into actual physical blocks, which may or may not be contiguous.
Figure 2.1, shows a representation of the structure of a file object. Common to all objects are an informational block, the info block, that is accessed in its entirety by the clients and
timestamps. If ACLs are used to restrict access to the object, an ACL will also be present. The
data object also has file data associated with it. This is a variable length, logically contiguous set of
blocks. They are accessed based on their offset into the data object. Blocks can be read and written.
Writing past the end of object causes the object to grow. The objects can also be truncated. Using
these operations and semantics, it is simple to map file operations onto data object operations.
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Figure 2.1: The structure of a file object.
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Figure 2.2: The structure of a metadata object.
Later sections will show the advantages of the object abstraction in terms of cache coherency, access control, and block allocations. In addition to these advantages, a storage device can
also take into account the relationship between blocks that is inherent in the data object abstraction.
Many studies [1, 43] have shown that the majority of file accesses are sequential. By knowing the
sequential ordering of physical blocks in the object, the storage device can do read-ahead. Since
accesses are done using an OID and not a physical block, the disk can reorganize physical blocks of
an object to be contiguous, and move often used objects to the middle of the storage media in order
to optimize performance.
Using the data object abstraction, the load on a file server can be greatly reduced by allowing clients to make data accesses directly to the storage devices. Many of the same advantages
gained by moving file semantics to the network storage can also be seen by moving directory semantics to the storage devices.

2.1.3

Metadata Object Semantics

Since the semantics and operations of directories are so different from files, we have
the metadata object type. A file system uses files to store that data of the file system. The files
themselves are accessed through directories. The directories organize files into a hierarchal name
space and provide location information about the files, or in other words, the data about the data –
the metadata.
Figure 2.2, shows a representation of the structure of a metadata object. The structure is
similar to the data object except that instead of file data, a metadata object organizes the data by
entries. This is because directory data is organized into directory entries in contrast to a contiguous
set of blocks used to store file data. These entries are used to map names to objects, just as directory
entries in a local file system map a name to disk blocks. When defining the abstraction for metadata
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objects, we wanted to ensure the data structures enabled the storage of metadata without dictating
its structure. For this reason entries consist of a lookup tag, an entry tag, and variable length entry
data. The tags are used to access the entry data, but entry data itself has no meaning to the storage.
There are two indices to the directory entries: the lookup tags and the entry tags. The
lookup tag is used to optimize the lookup operation, which is one of the most common operations
on metadata objects [60]. The lookup tag is set by the clients of the storage device and can be
changed at any time. The entry tag uniquely identifies an entry in a metadata object and cannot be
changed. It is used to identify the entry to be operated on by all the metadata operations with the
exception of lookup.
When an entry is created in a metadata object, a unique entry tag is generated by the
storage device to identify the new entry. This tag is not only unique at the time of creation, but will
never be generated again for that directory object. As in the case of OIDs, there is no danger of
running out of entry tags since the tags are 128-bit numbers.
The entry tag is also used to change the lookup tag and entry data of an entry and to
delete an entry. When enumerating the entries of a metadata object, the entry tag is also used. Entry
enumeration occurs when the client needs to list the contents of a directory. A storage device will
try to put as many of the entries into a response to a request for enumeration as it can. If all of the
entries cannot fit into a single response, the network storage will indicate to the client the entry tag
of next entry in the enumeration.
By using metadata objects the load of the file server can be further reduced, if not eliminated entirely. The metadata abstraction provides enough semantics to allow efficient access to the
entries, as well as allow access control lists to limit access to specific meta data operations.

2.2

Block Allocation

Using the object abstractions from the previous section we can simplify the management
of block allocations. When storing data on network storage devices, care must be taken to allocate
physical blocks on the disk in a consistent manner. The same blocks should not be allocated to
different file system objects or file system data and metadata could get overwritten. By using an
object abstraction at the storage device, the physical block allocations can be managed locally at the
device.
When using block oriented network storage in a distributed file system, a distribute messaging protocol or a central server must be used to manage the allocation of blocks to the file system
objects. For example, Frangipani and GPFS use a group messaging protocol, and Storage Tank [7]
uses a server to manage allocation. Using group messaging protocols impose topology restrictions
on the network. Not only must all clients be able to communicate with each other, but slow clients
will affect the faster clients. The server based approach introduces network latencies to allocation
requests, as well as another point of failure. All of these problems are solved by “centralizing” the
allocation of blocks at the storage device.
As mentioned in the previous section, objects are logical entities as opposed to physical
entities. Since the mapping of these logical entities to physical blocks is done by the device and not
exposed by the storage device, block allocation is done transparently to the clients. The allocations
can also be done atomically, since the block management is local. Finally the clients need only
communicate with the storage device to allocate storage, since all of the management is done locally
at the device.
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2.3

Cache Management

The cache management problem is very similar to the allocation management problem.
Clients need to be notified when objects they have cached change so they can invalidate their cache.
As with allocation management, cache management of block devices is usually done using a group
message protocol or a cache management server. Conceivably, a block oriented network device
could directly invalidate client caches, but a lot of information would need to be maintained per
client to be able to know which blocks the clients have in their cache; this may impose a large memory requirement for storage devices. The object abstraction helps the cache management problem
by providing a nice level of granularity of cache management.
It should be noted that not all distributed file servers invalidate client caches. Some, such
as NFS, used a timer based approach to invalidate their cache. However, timer based approaches do
not have good consistency guarantees or good performance characteristics.
There is a whole range of cache consistency models that can be implemented on top of the
object abstraction. We chose a consistency model that has a small processing and memory overhead
and still provides acceptable consistency and performance. Stronger guarantees, such as those of
DFS, could also be implemented if sufficient memory were available.
Call-backs from the storage devices are used to invalidate client caches. Clients register
interest in specific objects on the disks and are notified of changes. Whenever an object change
has been committed to the non-volatile storage, a notification will be sent to interested clients. The
specifics of the notification depends on the type of object. When a client removes an object from its
cache, it notifies the storage that it no longer is interested in the object.
Since data objects change often, and usually involve multiple updates, the notification for
data object updates does not happen until changes have been committed on the storage device. This
allows clients to send multiple write requests to the storage device before actually committing the
changes to non-volatile storage. It also avoids having to send cache invalidation notices each time
a write request is received. The invalidation notification will tell the client exactly which parts have
changed so only those pages in the cache can be invalidated.
Changes to metadata objects happen much less often than changes to data objects in general [60]. So when a change happens, notifications are sent immediately to interested clients. These
notifications will include the entry tags of the entries that have changed.
In addition to cache invalidation notifications, a version number is kept by the storage
device for each object as well as each directory. The version number is incremented each time
the object or an entry changes. This allows, for example, clients to revalidate their caches on a
reboot. It also allows for conditional updates of objects and entries by allowing the client to request
an update only if the version of the entry or object is the one the client expects. Since we do not
have a locking mechanism at the network storage device, these conditional updates help to avoid
consistency problems when simultaneous updates happen.
By using an object abstraction, we are able to provide a loose consistency protocol similar
to AFS with good performance characteristics, while avoiding the overhead of group messaging protocols or another server. The low overhead of the protocol reduces the memory and computational
requirements of the storage device.
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2.4

Access Control

Just as the object abstraction allowed us to take into account the different object types to
improve the cache management, we can use the object abstraction to control the kinds of access to
the blocks on the storage device based on their object types. Access control is one area where the
advantages of the object access over block access is very clear. Currently, block oriented access
devices allow only course granularity of access control of the network storage. Usually clients are
granted read or write access to whole partitions. This course grained access control is not sufficient
when used in a file system. Access needs to be granted to blocks based on the object to which
the blocks belong and the kinds of operations that can be performed on the object. The object
abstraction allows us to do exactly that.
To control access to storage, the device must be able to either know what the client can
do, or know on whose behalf the client is acting. Capabilities are used to convey to the network
storage what the client can do. If the storage device is able to identify the client, an access list for
the requested object is checked to grant access to the object. The network storage we have designed
uses both of these access methods.
Capabilities are lists of access rights encoded in a block of bytes. The access rights
cryptographically derived in such a way that the storage is able to validate their authenticity. The
encoding allows the device to know the permitted operations and the targets of those operations. For
example, a client may possess the capability that allows it read access to an object. When a client
presents a storage device the capability, the device can validate the capability cryptographically
and the check that the requested operation is permitted by the capability. Capabilities have the
advantage that the storage does not have to know the identity of the client, so the decision to permit
the operation is made quickly based solely on the capability.
One of the difficulties with using capabilities is distributing the capabilities to the clients.
Because capabilities allow such fine grained access to objects on the device, there are a lot of them
that can be generated and will need to be distributed. The other difficulty is revoking or “taking
back” capabilities that a client possesses. Since a capability is just a block of bytes, the client can
make as many copies as it wants, and the administrator revoking access cannot be sure the client
has not kept a copy of the key.
Usually a capability needs to be revoked because the client lost access to an object. This
kind of revocation can be avoided altogether by used access control lists (ACLs). When an object
has an access control list, a client can be denied access by removing his identifier from the list.
For this reason, it is often more convenient to use ACLs and identifiers instead of capabilities.
Identifiers can also be advantageous to the clients since they reduce the number of keys a client
needs to manage. The reason for the reduction is that instead of requiring a capability key for each
object on a device that a client can access, it only needs a single key to identify itself to the device.
When identifiers are used, the storage device must maintain an access control list (ACL)
for each object on the device. The ACL constitutes additional metadata that the device must track
for each of its objects. The object abstraction readily supports ACLs since the granularity of access
is at the object level. Just as each object on the disk is protected by an access control list, the disk
itself is also protected by an access control list. The disk’s access control list controls who can
create objects on the disk and who can change the disk’s access control list.
By using capabilities and identifiers with access control lists, we can provide access control for all the objects managed by the storage device. The ability to do this level of access control
would be difficult if a block server were used, which explains why current distributed block servers
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do not do fine grained access control.

2.5

Summary

The SCARED object model is “as simple as possible, but not simpler”. It allows the
clients simple abstractions to model both data and meta data file system objects. It also eliminates
the need for client to client distributed messaging protocols or additional servers by centralizing the
management of object allocation, access, and caching at the storage device.
The object allocations allow for efficient allocation of blocks at the disk without clients
having to coordinate their activities. Future optimizations, such as block placement based on access
patterns, can be done at the disk transparently to the client.
Not only does the object abstraction help with the allocation of blocks, it also enables
them to be efficiently cached at the client. The caching policy we have presented allows clients to
have cache consistency with very little overhead at the storage device. The small overhead property
is a very important one since many of the network attached storage devices will have extremely
limited resources when compared to conventional file servers.
Not only do objects help with caching and allocation, but they also help protect access to
the data stored on the network. Since clients can access the network storage directly, the storage
devices must be able to restrict access to their data. The next chapter will build on the object
abstraction presented in this chapter to provide strong access protections to the data on the device.
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Chapter 3

Deriving Keys for Authentication
From a security perspective, the big difference between a host attached storage device
and a network attached storage device is that the former knows exactly from which host requests
are coming. Requests to a network attached storage device can originate from any node on the
network. In some cases, the network and hosts on the network are considered trusted, in which case
the network provides information about the identity of the requester, but in general networks are
considered untrusted. The most common networking protocol, TCP/IP, is vulnerable to a variety of
attacks that illustrate the ease of faking the identity of nodes on an IP network [4].
The two most common ways of overcoming the identity problem are symmetric key based
authentication schemes and public key based authentication schemes. Both of these schemes use a
trusted third party to give out tickets or certificates to clients on the network to help identify themselves to other clients. Symmetric key based authentication schemes usually require a ticket for
each pair of clients that are communicating; whereas, public key based schemes require only one
certificate per client. The big disadvantage of public key cryptography is the computationally intensive operations that are involved. Both of these schemes are widely used in the form of Kerberos
[40] and Secure Socket Layer (SSL) [12].
While Kerberos and SSL could be used to fulfill the security needs of network attached
storage, there are a few requirements that make it necessary to find a better approach to security.
First, Kerberos has a large infrastructure associated with it. This implies that choosing Kerberos
would force the network storage to only be deployed in a Kerberos environment. The large infrastructure also increases the administrative costs for each storage device. SSL also has an associated
infrastructure, albeit simpler, that would also require the device to only be deployed in an SSL environment. In addition, the processing requirements make it unfit for low end network attached
storage. Finally, both schemes require encryption in the device which means they are export controlled [55].
We have solved the problem by using one authentication scheme between clients and
network storage, and another between the clients themselves. To overcome some of the problems
mentioned above, we have devised an authentication scheme based on key derivation using one
way hashes. These keys have identities and capabilities associated with them. The keys can be
exchanged among the clients using whatever existing protocols are in place, e.g. SSL and Kerberos.
The key derivation, its associated protocol, and the object module explained in the previous chapter are collectively referred to as SCARED (Secure Array of Remotely Encrypted Devices).
The next section explains the environment in which SCARED is used. Section 3.2 explains the
method of key derivation. The way capabilities and identities are associated with the derived keys
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Figure 3.1: The administrator, the storage device, and the client are the three roles in SCARED. The
key derivation scheme allows the administrator to generate access keys for the clients.
is explained in  3.3. Access revocation is discussed in  3.4. A security analysis of the derivation is
done in  3.5, and  3.6 summarizes this chapter.

3.1

Distributed SCARED Environment

In the SCARED environment there are three roles: the client, the administrator, and the
storage device. The administrator is the owner of the storage device. She controls access to the
device. The clients use the storage device to store their data. SCARED’s purpose is to enable the
administrator to grant access to the network storage, and allow clients with access to share their
access rights with other clients.
Initially, the administrator is the only one that can access a network storage device. When
an administrator attaches the storage device to the network it will share a secret key with the device,
which allows it to administer the device. The administrator uses this key to derive other keys for use
by the clients. Clients use the derived keys to access the storage devices.
Figure 3.1 illustrates conceptually the three roles in the SCARED environment. Initially,
the administrator will share a secret, l h with the storage device. The administrator will use l h to
derive new keys. In this example, a new key lm is derived and passed via a secure channel to a
client. The client can then use lnm to access the network storage over an untrusted network.
An important feature of the SCARED protocol is that the administrator does not need to
be online with the disk when generating secrets for the clients. Not only does this relax the network
topology requirements, but it also allows the administrator to give new secrets to the clients using
off-line methods such as e-mail.
The SCARED communication protocol relies on shared keys to authenticate access to the
devices. Not only must these keys be secret, but they must also carry information about the client
in possession of the key, so that the storage device can check access. The next section explains the
method of key derivation that SCARED uses, and  3.3 explains how the information used in key
derivation is used to hold information about the key.
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3.2

Key Distribution Without Key Exchange

We wanted to keep the device from having to do key management or be involved with
distributing keys to clients, so the storage device itself knows only about one key: the disk key. This
key is shared by the storage administrator and the storage device. It is the key upon which all other
keys are based, and is used to bootstrap the security of the disk. We assume that the administrator
receives the disk key with the storage device. This may be in the form of a smart card, disk, or paper
that comes with the device. Another method, which is used by NASD, is to allow the administrator
to generate and send the disk key to the disk when it is first connected to the network.
From this initial disk key we derive new secrets using a keyed one-way hash function,
EG:Foqp lr> . The cryptographic properties of this function will be analyzed in  3.5, but for now three
important properties should be noted. First, if l is secret, than the result of the function is also
secret. Also, it is computationally difficult for an attacker to find l given EN:Fo4p lr> and o . Finally,
it is computationally difficult to find another os and l s such that l sRtEN:FosTp lg> if l is not
known. From an analytic point of view, we assume that EN:Fo4p lr> is a pseudo-random function [19]
where D is the argument of the function and l is the key.
Using the keyed one-way hash function, an administrator can derive new keys for clients
by hashing data, representing the attributes of the new key, using the disk key as the key to the hash
function. If a client presents the data used to generate the key to the storage device, the device can
regenerate the secret since it is in possession of the disk key. Clients can also generate new secrets
by hashing new key data using a key in their possession. These new keys can then be regenerated
by the disk given all of the data associated with the keys from which they were derived.
In order for keys to be meaningful to the storage device, they need to have some data
associated with them to convey identity and capability along with other data associated with the
key. The hash function binds the data associated with a key, referred to as the public key data, to the
key itself.
The public key data allows the storage device to derive not only the key the client is using,
but also to check the access the client has to the device. Because the key is derived using a oneway hash and the key data, when a key is used by a client, the client must also send the key data
associated with the key. The binding between the key and key data allows the administrator to put
information in the key data that the storage device uses to grant access to the client. By including a
expiration date as part of the key data, the administrator is also able to limit the lifetime of the key.

3.3

Key Types

The authentication needs of a client and storage device differ, so the keys they use also
differ. The client needs to verify the responses received from a storage device actually came from a
given device. The device needs to verify that the client has the authority to make a request. When a
key is used by a client to send a request to the storage device, we refer to the key as an access key.
A key used to verify the origin of a response, is referred to as a response key.
Another way of classifying keys is by the type of public data associated with them. If the
data associated with a key has to do with the type of operations that can be done using the key and
the targets of the operations, the key is referred to as a capability key. If the data has to do with the
identity of the possessor or group membership, the key is referred to as an identity key.
Both capability and identity keys can be used as access keys. If the objects have access
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Figure 3.2: The administrator shares a key, K, with the storage device which is used to generate keys
to be given to the clients. In this example the messages must be exchanged over secure channels.
lists associated with them, the device will use identity keys to check access. If access lists are
not used, the device must check access using capability keys. Access lists imply fewer keys to be
managed at the clients, but more meta-data to be managed at the devices. Capability keys require
very little meta-data to be managed at the devices, but more keys to be managed by the clients.
Since the clients are only interested in authenticating the device that generated a response,
response keys are always identity keys. A client receives a response key generated specifically for
that client by the administrator to authenticate responses from a specific device.

3.3.1

Generating Capability Keys

A capability key allows a specific operation to be performed on a storage device. The type
of operation permitted and the details of that operation are governed by the data used to generate
the key.
The key given to the client is generated by hashing the disk key with the key data. The result of the hash is the capability key. The capability key and the data corresponding to the capability
key are given to the client. Note that the capability key must be kept secret so a secure channel must
be used to send the key to the client.
A capability key may be used to generate another capability key that is a restricted subset
of the capabilities of the first key. This can be done by anyone in possession of a capability key,
not just the administrator, which makes it convenient for highly distributed file systems. When
distributing the new capability key, the new key-data corresponding to the new key includes the data
used to compute the new key and the key-data from the original capability key.
For example, in Figure 3.2, if the administrator wishes to grant Bob the ability to read and
write object 232 on the storage device, the administrator would generate l  with the READ and
WRITE attributes in cuXv+ui along with object 232. Bob could then grant Brenda the ability to read
object 232 by only including the READ attribute and object 232 in cuXv+u . Brenda could generate
another capability key to read object 232, but could not generate a capability key to write to object
232, since the WRITE attribute is not among the capabilities of the key that Brenda possesses.
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Figure 3.3: Mixing identity and capability keys to enable printer access to a data object.

3.3.2

Generating Identity Keys

Identity keys allow a receiver to check the identity of the sender by including an identification string as part of the key data. As was done with the capability keys, identity keys are
generated by hashing the identification string as part of the key data and the disk key. The resulting
identity key, and the corresponding key data, are given via a secure channel to the client.
As with capability keys, identity keys can be used to generate other identity keys. When a
new identity key is generated from another, the entity in possession of the original key is vouching
for the identity of the entity for whom the key is generated. This allows a non-administrative user
to create a new identity key to allow access to objects the user can already access.
For example, in Figure 3.2 if the administrator wishes to identify Bob to the storage
device, the administrator would include a string identifying Bob in cuXv+u  . Bob could then create a
new key identifying Brenda to the disk by including a string identifying Brenda in cuXv+u . It should
be pointed out that the storage device would only recognize l
as valid if Bob were authorized to
identify other users, or Brenda is only accessing objects that Bob can access.
When identity keys are used, the storage device must maintain additional meta data at the
objects to be able to check the operations that a given identity is allowed to perform. This extra
meta data is not needed when using capability keys, since the key data specifies the operations the
client is allowed to perform.

3.3.3

Combining Keys

Figure 3.3 illustrates an interesting use of deriving a capability key from an identity key.
In this example, the user is in possession of an identity key and would like to print a file. The user
can generate a capability key, l mDs wxm and send it to the printer. Because of the capabilities used to
derive l mDs w+m the printer can only access the object zy%{ if Bob has access to that object. The rest of
the objects to which Bob has access remain inaccessible to the printer.
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When the disk receives the read request, it will see that l mDs w+m is being used and will receive
the key data corresponding to that key. Because the first part of the key data consists of an identity, it
will check the ACL of zy%{ to insure that Bob can read the object. If he does have access, the device
will then check that the capabilities present in the second part of the key allow the read operation
on zy%{ .
Mixing capability and identities prove to be very useful when allowing proxy operations
with another device that does not have an identity associated with it. Other examples are backup and
archive services, third party data mining and processing, and third party transfers. A key enabler of
these applications is the ability for non-administrators to derive capability keys using keys in their
possession.

3.4

Revocation

With all these keys being generated, it is important to be able to disable or revoke a key
if it is compromised. Obviously, the best way to deal with the problem of key revocation is to
make the keys secure. Smart cards and tamper resistant chips are some of the ways of making the
keys “secure”. However, the smart cards themselves can be lost, which would again necessitate the
revocation of the keys in the cards.
SCARED implements three ways of revoking keys. First, keys have a limited life time.
Second, valid keys are controlled at the target. Third, all keys can be revoked for the storage device
by changing the disk key.
Only access key revocation needs to be done at the storage device since response keys do
not need to be revoked. Response keys are used by the client to authenticate responses from the
disk, so the client simply stops using a key that has been revoked. The response key does not have
any access rights associated with it, so an attacker would not be able to gain access to a storage
device using a revoked response key. No client would recognize responses using the revoked key,
so an attack against a client with a revoked key would also be useless.

3.4.1

Key Expiration

When an administrator gives a key to a client, the administrator can include an expiration
time in the key data of the key. Given that a key can only be used at one target, the expiration time
is relative to the timer on that target. By using relative time, the need for synchronized clocks is
removed. The expiration time will limit the lifetime of the key.
If an attacker is able to compromise a key, the key would only be useful until the expiration
time. If the expiration time is kept short, the attacker will only have a small window of opportunity
to exploit the key. The ability to expire a key is also useful when using revocation lists because they
keep the list from growing without bounds. When a key is expired, it can be removed from the list.

3.4.2

Capability Key Revocation

To aide in capability key revocation, we associate salt to a capability key. Salt is a number,
much like a nonce, that will never be changed to a value it has had previously. It is not considered
secret and it is stored with every object or meta-data entry. When a capability key is generated for
an object or entry, the salt of the object or entry must be included in the key data. When the key is
used, the salt in the key data must match the salt in the object or entry being operated on.
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Capability keys for an object or entry can be revoked by changing the salt at the object or
entry. When the salt is changed, all of the keys that included the salt will be invalidated, since the
salt in the keys will be different from the new salt.

3.4.3

Identity Key Revocation

Identity key revocation can actually be done in two ways. The first uses revocation lists
for unexpired and invalid identities. The second method is a simpler revocation scheme that requires
the storage device to know a priori the identity of clients with which it will be communicating.
When key expiration information is present in the key data, only keys that haven’t expired
need to be revoked. If it is assumed most keys that are not expired are valid, then an efficient way
of revoking keys is to give a list of key revocations to the storage device. Based on the previous
assumption, the revocation list should be short so the identities present in requests to the disk could
be checked against the list before accepting them as valid. Once a revoked key is expired, it would
be removed from the revocation list to keep it from growing without bound. In theory, revocation
lists could be used with capability keys. However, given that the number of capability keys will be
on the order of the number of objects on a SCARED device, the list could grow extremely large.
The second way of doing identity based authentication is to include a counter in the identity key calculation. The counter is then stored in a table on the storage device indexed by the client
id. When a client makes a request, the device verifies that the counter in the table is less than or
equal to the counter included in the key data of the request. If the counter in the table is less than
the counter in the key data, the counter in the table is set equal to the key data counter. To revoke a
key, a new key needs to be generated with a new counter. When the new key is used, the table will
be updated and the old keys will become invalid.

3.5

Security Analysis

The previous sections have presented a way of deriving new secrets based on an initial
master secret shared by the storage device and the administrator. The new secrets are shared by the
storage device by exchanging only public information about the secret and not the secret itself. In
addition, the method of derivation allows data to be bound to the new derived secret. In this section
we seek to prove that only authorized parties can derive new secrets and that the data that is bound
to the new secrets cannot be changed in a way that is undetectable by the storage device.
To begin our analysis, we must first more formally define the keyed one-way hash function
introduced in  3.2. The cryptographic concepts used in this chapter and the next are more formally
analyzed in [20, 33].
Pseudo-random functions are the basis of our key derivation. Informally, a pseudorandom function cannot be distinguished from a random function by a party, the adversary, that
does not possess the secret used to compute the function. As the secret used in the function decreases in size, it is more likely that the adversary is able distinguish the function from a random
function.
To define pseudo-random functions more formally, we must talk in terms of probabilities
and probabilistic polynomial time machines. Appendix B formally defines pseudo-random functions. An integral part of the pseudo-random function is the key, which we refer to as the secret,
that determines the output of a pseudo-random function for a given input. The size of the secret, the
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security parameter, of the function determines the probability of successfully appearing random to
the observer. The following fact follows directly from the definition.
Fact 1. A pseudo-random function, prf, has the property that
|]}q|~
|
|
}
30 r3I  Prob  : ">  prf : ]>I $ 
where the probability space is over choice of  and internal coin flips of
is a probabilistic polynomial time machine, and  S   is the security parameter.

}

, and where

}

Using this fact, we can now define the derivation function that we used to derive new
shared secrets.
Definition 1. We define En: >  prf  : > where l is a secret and  is public and prf is a pseudorandom function. A pseudo-random function cannot be distinguished from a random function by an
adversary not in possession of l in polynomial time with non-negligible probability.
We do not restrict the adversary, specifically, the adversary can see past F pE  : >J pairs
and may obtain other F pE  : >J pairs from other clients or administrators in possession of l .
As a precondition both the disk administrator and the storage device share a secret l h .
The disk administrator must be able to generate new secrets that are shared only by the administrator
and the storage device without using a key exchange protocol. We will first show that the key
derivation method allows the administrator to create new secrets for clients and bind capabilities to
those secrets. Then we will show that the clients themselves can create new secrets with capabilities
bound to them. There is one claim which follows directly from the definition of E  : > which we
will now state.
Claim 1. ln ^En: > for a given  cannot be computed in polynomial time with non-negligible
probability by an adversary who does not possess l . Further, the adversary would not be able to
distinguish between a random ln and ln ^En: %> .
Proof: While this claim follows directly from the definition of the pseudo-random function, it is interesting to note the following contradiction. Let us assume that given   the adversary
can compute l  without l with non-negligible probability. And adversary would be able to distinguish E from a random function with non-negligible probability by generating a l  for a   and
checking if E outputs l . Since E is pseudo-random the adversary cannot generate l or even
distinguish from a random l  .
It is not enough that the adversary cannot generate l since it might be able to derive
a few bits or a relation on some of the bits. For this reason we also needed to claim also that
the adversary could not even distinguish the new key from a random key. This means that even
individual bits or relations amoung bits cannot be discovered by the adversary.
There are two ways to view the relationship between l  and   . First, because of the way
ln is derived, l authenticates   to someone in possession of l . This is how the construction
is used in MACs. We have chosen to view the relationship as   describing l  . As will be shown
in the following theorems, if l  is used as a secret to access a storage device, the derivation of l 
allows the administrator to describe l  using   . We capture describe this relation by saying that
  is associated with l  .
Definition 2. We say 
the capabilities of l  .

 is associated with l  if l  cannot be used without   and   describes
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The techniques used in  3.3 depend on   being associated with l  . It is because of this
association that we can encode attributes describing l  in   . The following theorem describes the
association.
Theorem 1. If a client presents l  E   :   > to a SCARED device that has l h , the device will
be able to reproduce l  and verify with overwhelming probability that the administrator associated
  with l  .
Proof: Because E is a well know function,  is public, and the device is in possession
of l h , the device can calculate l  by applying E to   and l h . Claim 1 says that only someone
in possession of l h could compute ln for  . Since only the administrator and disk share l h , l
must have been generated by the administrator using l h . (Note, we are assuming that clients and
administrators don’t let their secrets be compromised.) The administrator encodes the capabilities
of l  in   . Since only the administrator could have generated the pair Fl  p    ,   must be
associated with l  .
This theorem allows the disk administrator to create capability keys or identity keys by
including them in the public data. Other attributes including expiration times can be included in the
public data. Since the administrator creates the public data, it can be used to convey information
about the key to the device.
Using theorem 1 we have proven that the disk administrator can derive keys for clients
and bind capabilities to those keys. To allow a greater degree of delegation of access we need to
prove that clients can derive keys for other clients using keys they possess.
Theorem 2. If a client is in possession of ln , which is a secret that can be derived by the SCARED
device, and   , which is the public data associated with l  , the client can generate a new secret
lnm E   : m> , where m is some public data, such that the SCARED device can reproduce lnm
and verify with overwhelming probability that  m and   are associated with lm .
Proof: Because the device can derive l  from   , the device can apply m and l  to
E to derive lnm . Just as in theorem 1 since E is a pseudo-random function, lm must have been
produced using  m and l  , thus m is associated with lnm by a client in possession of l  .
Using this theorem any client in possession of a key can derive keys to be used by other
clients. By binding new public data created by the first client to the key, the first client can restrict
what the second client has access to. Since the first client’s key also has public data associated with
it, the device can verify that the second client cannot use the key for something that the first client
did not allow. The public data of the first client’s key is also bound to the key generated for the
second client, so the device can verify that the first client did not delegate more access than it had
to delegate.
Using Theorem 2 we can now generalize Theorem 1 to apply to derived keys.
Theorem 3. If a client presents lm E   :  m> to a SCARED device that has l h , the device will
be able to reproduce lm and verify with overwhelming probability that  m was associated with lnm
by a party whose access is described by   .
Proof: We prove this theorem by induction on the number of derivations from the initial
key received from the administrator. The base case is a key ln has been derived from l h by the
administrator.
Induction Base: l received from administrator.
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By Theorem 2, the SCARED device can reproduce lm and verify that  m and   is associated with lnm . By Claim 1, lm can only be produced by the party in possession of l  . Theorem
1 and Definition 2 says that   describes the access of the party that possesses l  . Therefore,  m
was associated with lnm by a party whose access is described by   .
Induction Step: Assume true for derivations of depth less than or equal to 2 . lnm
has a depth of  .
The proof for the induction step is the same as the induction base except that instead of
using Theorem 1 we use the induction hypothesis. Since l  has a derivation of depth  , the
induction hypothesis shows that   is associated with l  .
Theorem 1 shows that the administrator can create a secret for a client that it shares with
the storage device and at the same time associate data with that secret for use with the storage
device. With Theorem 3 we have generalized Theorem 1 to include keys derived by clients. These
two theorems allow us to encode access information about the clients in the keys they use, so that
the device may grant access based on this information. We will use these theorems more in the next
chapter.

3.6

Summary

As network storage becomes more pervasive the importance of authentication will become even more evident. The current public key and symmetric key methods of providing authentication information to network servers requires too much overhead and infrastructure for use with
network attached storage. The key derivation scheme presented in this chapter offers a way of providing strong authentication information to network attached storage without a lot of infrastructure
or computational intensive operations.
The SCARED protocol uses the key derivation scheme to convey information about the
clients, as well as set up shared secrets for use by the SCARED wire protocol. The next chapter presents the SCARED wire protocol that will build on the concepts introduced in this chapter.
Together the derivation scheme and the wire protocol will be used as the foundation for an authenticated serverless distributed file system.
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Chapter 4

An Authenticated Message protocol for
SCARED
When files are accessed by network clients, the requests must be authenticated and permissions checked before the access is allowed. The file servers generally do this kind of checking.
However, if clients are allowed to directly access the disks, the disks must also be able to verify the
authority of the client’s access to the data.
The authentication protocols presented in the next sections use the object abstraction and
key derivation scheme of the previous chapters to implement authentication protocols that do not
require encryption and synchronized clocks, while allowing for delegation of authority and shared
keys that are necessary for building a serverless file system.
The SeCure Authentication for Remotely Encrypted Devices (SCARED) protocols were
developed at IBM research for use in network attached storage. One of the main design requirements was minimizing the management overhead of the storage devices. File servers require a
substantial investment in management resources. By pulling the storage out of the servers and
network attaching them, the number of managed network devices increases. If the administrative
requirement increases proportionally to the number of devices, the system would quickly become
unmanageable. The management of network attached storage is further complicated due to the lack
of a management console with a keyboard and display. For these reasons we push the administrative
overhead out to the clients, where the administration of the storage device can be done along with
the normal configuration of the client to use the network storage.
Storage devices are deployed in environments with a wide variety of existing authentication systems, such as Kerberos and public key based systems, so we did not want to assume too
much about the environment in which the devices are deployed. The authentication operations done
at the storage device are simple, and allow the device to be oblivious to the security environment in
which it exists. Since keys used to interact with the storage devices are generated and exchanged by
users and administrators without having to communicate with the storage, the key exchanges can
take place within the existing systems.
SCARED addresses authentication. We believe the confidentiality requirements of storage devices is best solved by encrypting and decrypting at the clients. Encrypting data is expensive
in terms of processing overhead and introduces latency. By doing the encryption and decryption
at the client, the data is encrypted over the network and on the storage media itself, without any
overhead at the server. SCARED does not preclude link level encryption. Section 4.4 presents how
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encryption keys can be negotiated for use in link level encryption.
Chapter 3 introduced the three roles in SCARED: the client, the administrator, and the
storage device. The storage device shares a key with the administrator. The administrator uses this
key to generate other keys for use by the clients. Clients use the derived keys to access the storage
devices.
An important feature of the SCARED protocol is that the administrator does not need to
be online with the disk when generating secrets for the clients. Not only does this relax the network
topology requirements, but it also allows the administrator to give new secrets to the clients using
off-line methods such as electronic mail.
SCARED addresses three aspects of security: identity/capability, integrity, and freshness.
When a message is received, the recipient needs to validate who the message was sent by or at least
that the sender was authorized to send the message. Next, the receiver needs to validate the integrity
of the message, or in other words, that the message was not changed in transit. It would seem that
being able to validate the sender would imply that the recipient is also able to validate the message
was the message sent by that sender, but in practice this integrity guarantee is not always available.
SCARED enables the network storage to validate both the identity of the sender and the message
that was sent by the sender. Finally, the receiver must be able to validate that the message was sent
recently (or that the message is fresh), or at least validate that the message is not a replay of an older
message.
The next section will present the method used by SCARED to provide identity and integrity guarantees. Section 4.2 shows how freshness guarantees are done. The request and response
protocols are described in  4.3. A security analysis of the protocol is presented in  4.5. This chapter
is summarized in section 4.6.

4.1

Integrity and Identity Guarantees

Since we assume clients and storage devices communicate over untrusted channels, both
parties must be able to verify the identity of the originator of a message and that the message was
not changed in transit. Both of these requirements are satisfied by using a cryptographic construct
called a Message Authentication Code (MAC). The specific construction we use is based on a oneway hash and is referred to as HMAC [30]. [2] cryptographically analyzes the strength of the HMAC
construction.
A MAC function takes a string and a secret key and outputs a fixed length string. The
MAC has some cryptographic properties that allow either party to verify that the message sender
was in possession of a specific key and that the message was not changed in transit.
A precondition to using a MAC is that both parties are in possession of the same key. If
we assume two parties,  and  , wish to exchange a message,  , using a key, l , a MAC,  can
be computed by both parties using   e  :  > . The MAC is used by attaching the computed
MAC to the message being sent. For example if  sends  to  ,  would send the following:

 ¡¢M£ p 
Note that l is not sent over the network and the MAC function preserves the secrecy of l when
used to calculate  . When  receives  ,  can recompute  since it is in possession of l . If 
equals the recomputed MAC, ¤R  : > ,  will know that  was sent by someone in possession
of l .
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Using a MAC with keys derived according to the SCARED protocol requires that more
information is transmitted since the storage device does not directly possess the key used by the
client. For example, if a client,  , is in possession of a key, ln¥ , and the data associated with it,  ¥ ,
 could send a message to the storage,  using the following protocol:

¡¦N£ p ¥ p 
The storage device can derive l ¥ since l ¥ ;EG:  ¥ p l§P> , where l2§ is the disk key, since the
device is in possession of l § and  ¥ was sent by the client. Once the device has derived ln¥ ,
 can be recomputed to check the MAC. Because ¥ is bound to ln¥ , the storage device knows
information about the client in possession of l¥ as explained in chapter 3, so the storage device
can check the capability of the client to take the requested action.

4.2

Freshness Guarantees

Integrity and identity guarantees are not sufficient for an authentication protocol, since
older messages can be replayed without detection. Replayed messages will have valid MACs since
they were sent by the client and have not been modified. Freshness guarantees allow detection of
message replays by ensuring the messages have been sent in the recent past, or were in response to
a pending request.
The first phase of the SCARED protocol is to establish a freshness guarantee. After a
freshness guarantee has been established, the clients and storage use the message protocol to send
responses and receive replies. When presenting the protocols, it is assumed that the clients are in
possession of the keys needed for accessing the storage, and that the storage is only in possession
of the disk key. The access key used by the client is denoted by l  and the key data corresponding
to ln is denoted by  . The response key is denoted by l?¨ and its key data ¨ .
To guarantee the freshness of messages, SCARED uses timers, nonces, and counters.
When using timers, all parties involved in a transaction have timers that are reasonably synchronized. Nonces and counters do not require any kind of clocks, only that the nonce and counters
never take on the same value. Counters are also required to be monotonically increasing.
The clients always use nonces to check the freshness of a response since a nonce is a
freshness guarantee with the fewest requirements. When illustrating the protocol exchange, the
client nonce will be denoted using © .
Storage devices require clients to include a timer or counter in the request to check the
freshness of the request. Since the client must be able to calculate the freshness guarantee that the
device is using, nonces cannot be used. If the communication with the device is session oriented,
the device can key a counter synchronized with the device based on the number of messages sent.
Otherwise, a timer must be used.
The storage counter or timer will be denoted using © ª . In the following message ex}e«
}e«
changes ©
`a\L`aAav and ©
`kAJ¬kA\` correspond to constants used in the communication protocol to indicate the request and response of a freshness guarantee. Before making requests to the
storage, the client must request the storage counter or nonce using the following protocol:

}e«
 ¡N£  ® ©

z` \L`kAzv p ©  p  ¨\¯ p MAC ±° : >
e
}
«
 ®©
¡£ 
`aA _¬\A\` p ©  p © ª ¯ p MAC  ° :  >
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When the storage receives the request in the first message, the storage is able to generate l ¨ using
 ¨ as shown in  3.2. If MAC ±° : > as calculated by the storage device matches MAC ±° :  >
included in the request, the device knows that  was generated by a client in possession of l ¨ , so
it will generate a response using l ¨ . ©  is copied unchanged by the storage device into the response.
When the client receives the second message, it is able to check the MAC since it is in
possession of l ¨ , and thus know that it came from the storage. The presence of ©  in the response
allows the client to know that the message is in response to the first message. After the message
exchange the client is in possession of ©±ª , the server freshness guarantee, which it uses to establish
the freshness of future communications with the server.

4.2.1

Verifying Freshness using Counters

If the communication with the storage is session oriented, counters are convenient to use
for checking the freshness of requests since they do not require clocks. At the beginning of the
session the client will obtain © ª , the initial session counter. Each time the client transmits a packet,
it includes the counter in the request and increments the counter for the next request.
The device is able to verify the freshness of the request by ensuring that the request includes a counter that is one greater than the previous request from the client. This implies that the
storage device must be able to maintain a counter for each active session. The initial counter sent
to the client must be generated in such a way that a counter used in a session with the device by the
client was never used in a request by any client of the device in other sessions. In our implementation the counter is 128-bits, so the SCARED device generates a 64-bit nonce, based on the current
time, for the high 64-bits of the counter, and initializes the lower 64-bits to zero.

4.2.2

Verifying Freshness using Timers

If the communication with the storage device is not session oriented, timers are used to allow the device to check freshness without having to keep freshness information about all the clients.
To use timers, all clients intending to communicate with a storage device need to synchronize their
timers with the timer of the storage device. This is done in the first phase of communication with
the disk by setting ©±ª to the current device timer.
The client synchronizes its timer with the storage device by saving the difference between
its timer and the storage device’s timer. Since the client maintains a delta between its timer and
the device’s, the storage devices need not, and in most cases will not, have synchronized timers.
The client includes the device’s current timer in all requests to the storage device. This enables the
devices to check that the message is fresh in the sense that it was sent recently.
Because of network latencies, clock drift, and the latency of responses to requests, checking timestamps alone does not provide a strict guarantee of freshness. In particular an attacker could
replay transactions in a small time window. To thwart the recent-past replay attack, a list of message
authentication codes used in the recent-past are kept and checked with each message. If the code
exists in the list, the message is considered a replay.
To compensate for clock drift, the storage device includes its current timer in all responses.
The clients can then resynchronize their timers each time a response is received from the storage
device.
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4.3

The Request/Response Protocol

Once the client is in possession of the server freshness guarantee, generic requests can be
made to the server. This section presents the generic request and response protocols used by the
clients to communicate with the network attached storage devices.

4.3.1

The Request Protocol
The client request has the form:

¤¡N£6

®\² ` 8 uv'³'¬k p cuXv+u p   p  ¨ p ©  p © ª ¯ p
MAC ´]±° :  >

The operation requested and the data that goes with the operation are followed by the key data for
the access and response keys that are used in this communication with the network storage. The
device is able to regenerate the l  and l ¨ using   and  ¨ , so that it can verify the MAC. ©±ª
is included to ensure that the message is fresh, using either the counter or timer based techniques
explained in the previous section.
If the MAC is valid, the device knows that the message arrived intact and that it was sent
by a client in possession of l  , but it still must verify that the client is able to request the operation.
The two approaches used by SCARED to check access are identity based and capability based.
In identity based systems, the disk needs to be able to check access based on the identity of the
requester. In capability based systems, the disk is only interested in the ability of a requester to
perform a transaction.
Capabilities are granted by the administrator or a client in possession of a capability by
generating an access key, ln , with the capabilities contained in the key data,   as explained in
 3.3.1. Therefore, the client in possession of l  is also in possession of the capabilities listed in
  . Since l  may be derived from other access keys, the disk must ensure that each time the key
is derived from another key, the capabilities in the key data of the derived key are a subset of the
capabilities of the original key. To check if the client is able to carry out the requested operation,
the device checks that the operation requested is listed as one of the capabilities.
If identities are used,   will contain the identity of the requester. In order for the disk to
check the ability of a requester to perform an operation, the disk must maintain access lists on each
object. When a request arrives, the identity in   is checked against the access list of the requested
object to see if the client can request the operation.

4.3.2

Response Protocol

The authentication needs of the client are quite a bit simpler than the needs of the disk,
since it only needs to verify the response was sent by the disk in reply to the client’s request. The
device response has the form:

µ¡ £X

® « `kAJ_¬\A\` p cuXv+u p ©  p © ª ¯ p MAC  ° : 
 >

l ¨ is used in the MAC since it is the secret shared by the client and disk. The capability and identity
keys may be shared by different clients, but the response key, l ¨ will only be held by one of the
clients. After validating the MAC, the client will know that the response arrived intact from the disk.
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The presence of © allows the client to check that the response is for the request that also included
©  . © ª is included to compensate for clock drifts if timers are used by the disk.
The key data are not included in the response since the requester must already be in
possession of l ¨ .

4.3.3

Asynchronous Responses

With one exception, all messages sent by a SCARED device are in response to a request
that originated at the client. The exception is the cache update callback. This asynchronous message
is sent when another client has committed changes to an object cached on the client. The message
arrives in the form of a response, as described above. Since there is no request that corresponds to
the callback, we are left with the problem of determining a client freshness guarantee to put in the
response.
Since the guarantee must be based on something chosen by the client, the only thing we
can use is a freshness guarantee of a previous request. As it turns out, we can simply reuse the
freshness guarantee of the last response to the client. It is easy for the client to remember the last
guarantee that it received in a response. To avoid replays, the client must keep a history of MACs
used with the last guarantee. As long as each MAC is different, the client can be sure that the
asynchronous response is not a replay.

4.4

Encryption

A key feature of a secure distributed file system is the confidentiality of file data. Currently, of the commercial distributed file systems, only DFS [15] has the option of encrypting data
exchange between client and server.
A stronger level of data privacy can be obtained if the data is encrypted by the client and
sent to the server to be stored in its encrypted form. This kind of client side encryption is done
by the Cryptographic File System [6] (CFS), which encrypts data before being stored in a shadow
file system and decrypts the data as it is read. Using CFS with SCARED would keep the data
confidential and avoid the performance impact of encrypting at the storage devices.
CFS has a key distribution problem, since the encryption keys must be remembered and
distributed by users. To overcome this problem, we propose storing the encryption keys in the metadata encrypted with group and user encryption keys. This allows keys to be obtained at the moment
they are needed.
One of the problems with storing the encryption keys in the meta-data is that if group or
user encryption keys are changed, all the meta data needs to be updated by re-encrypting the keys
using the new group or user keys.
If the storage devices are trusted to keep data confidential, the problems with encryption
key distribution can be avoided by encrypting and decrypting at the storage devices. To encrypt
the data between the clients and storage devices, they must share an encryption key. They already
share a response key, so an encryption key can be generated by rehashing the response key with a
public constant; but requiring the storage device to do link level encryption increases the processing
requirements of the device.
Whether or not the network storage is involved in ensuring the confidentiality of the data,
the SCARED protocol satisfies the authentication requirements of network storage.
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4.5

Analysis of Message Protocol

The previous analysis shows that a derived key received by a client is a secret shared with
the storage device. In addition, the analysis also shows that the key data associated with a key is
bound to the key in such a way that when a client uses the key, the device can verify the attributes
associated with the key.
In this section we will analyze the two message exchanges used by SCARED: the freshness guarantee exchange, and the generic message exchange.
There are two keys used in the protocols: the access key, l  , and the response key, l ¨ .
The access key is used to make requests and has access rights of some form bound to it. The access
key may be shared by other clients who may not necessarily trust each other. The response key is
used to verify the origin of a response and is shared with, and received from, trusted administrators
and clients.
To begin our analysis we must formally define MACs. In our definition we define the
properties of the MAC function that we use. Other properties are defined in [46].
Definition 3. We define ¤R  : "> as a pseudo-random function with the specific property that
given a message,  , an adversary without l would have a low probability of finding in polynomial
time a  such that   e  :  > . This property holds for an adversary that is able to see past
messages, not equal to  , and the resulting MAC.
To ease the wording of the proofs, we will use the term computationally feasible to refer
to an operation that can be computed in polynomial time and with more than negligible probability
of success. We also use the phrase with overwhelming probability to refer to a probability over
the choice of keys used in the MAC function that is negligibly less than 1 for every probabilistic
polynomial time algorithm.
In the following proofs the adversary is allowed to watch, modify, and insert into the
messages between the client and the storage device. The adversary is also allowed to be another
valid client or storage device. It should be noted that an adversary that is another storage device
would possess and different l h than target real storage device. An adversary that is another client
may possess a l  that is shared by the real client if it shares a capability or an identity with the real
client (such as belonging to the same group), but an administrator gives a unique l ¨ to each client,
so the adversary and the real client cannot share l ¨ . The administrator is trusted an cannot be an
adversary.

4.5.1

Exchanging the Freshness Guarantee

The first exchange between a client and server must be a request for the server’s freshness
guarantee, denoted © ª . The client includes a nonce, © generated for the request. The request is
MACed using a key, l ¨ , and includes the public data,  ¨ , associated with l ¨ . The server responds
with © ª and includes ©  MACed with l?¨ as follows:

} «
 ®© e
¤¡N£  
`z\L`kAzv p ©  ¯ p ¨ p MAC  ° : >
}e«
r¡ £¶ s ® ©
a` A_¬\A\` p ©  p © ª ¯ p MAC  ° :  s >

(4.1)
(4.2)

Theorem 4. It is not computationally feasible for an adversary to forge a response from the storage
device such that the client will accept an ©±ª that has not been sent by the storage device.
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Proof: The same argument by which we show that l  is a derived from   in Theorem
1 also shows that l ¨ is derived from  ¨ . Because response keys are not shared among clients, l ¨
is a shared secret between the storage device and the client. (Note, the administrator also shares the
secret, but she is implicitly trusted.) Since the client will check that ©  is in the response, an ad}e«
`kAJ_¬\A\` p ©  p © ª s ¯ p e  ° :  s·s > ,
versary would have to send a response of the form  s s ® ©
s
where © ª is a guarantee generated by the adversary.
Since ©  a nonce generated by the client, the storage device has never generated a message
}e«
`kAJ_¬\A\` p ©  and MACed it with l ¨ . So, the adversary would have to be able to
with a prefix ©
compute e ±° :  s·s > which violates the definition of the MAC.
}R«
`aA_¬\Ak` message is received, the client and storage device will have a
After the ©
shared ©±ª on which to build our generic message protocol. Up to this point we have not taken
into account whether the freshness guarantee is a timer or counter. This will be considered when
analyzing the generic message protocol in the next section.

4.5.2

The Generic Message Protocol

After the initial freshness guarantee exchange, we can send the normal SCARED requests
to the storage device using the generic message protocol. Generic message requests take the following form:

¤¡I£X

®\² ` 8 uv'³'¬k p cuXv+u p © p ©±ª ¯ p   p  ¨
MAC  ´] ° :  >

  is the public data associated with the access key l  and  ¨ is the public data associated with the
response key l ¨ .
Theorem 5. On receipt of the generic request, the device can verify with overwhelming probability
that the message came from a client in possession of l  and l ¨ .
Proof: The device can reproduce l  and l ¨ from the   and  ¨ included in the request
because it is in possession of l h from which both keys are derived, so it can validate that the
MAC is correct. l and ln¨ are secrets because they are from l h using a pseudo-random function.
Since l  and l ¨ are secret, it would not be computationally feasible for an adversary that is not in
possession of l  and l ¨ to compute the MAC. Therefore, the message must have been sent by a
client in possession of l  and l ¨ .
Theorem 6. On receipt of the generic request, the device can verify with overwhelming probability
that the message came from a client whose access is encoded in   .
Proof: By Theorem 5 the device can verify the client possesses l  . A client in possession
of l has the access encoded in   by Theorem 1 or Theorem 3, depending on the derivation depth
of l  .
Of course the device must also protect against replays of requests. An adversary can easily
replay past messages which will have valid MACs.
Theorem 7. With overwhelming probability an adversary cannot replay a request without detection
by the storage device.
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Proof: Each time a request is issued to a device, the client must include a freshness
guarantee. This freshness guarantee takes the form of a counter or a timer. To prove this theorem,
we will examine each case.
Case 1: Freshness guarantee using a counter.
Device counters have the following properties: they are globally unique, and they are
incremented by the client with each request. Globally unique means that the device will issue
freshness guarantees to clients in such a way that no client will ever receive or generate a number
that another client received or generated. In our implementation, the initial freshness exchange, ©±ª ,
will be initialized to a 128-bit counter with a 64-bit nonce, based on the time, as the high 64-bits
and zero as the low 64-bits.
Each time the device receives a request, it compares the counter,  , with the counter,  s ,
that it received in the previous request. If ¹ ¸  s H  , it is considered invalid. Since no previous
message will have the value  , no previous message exists to be replayed.
Case 2: Freshness guarantee using a timer.
When using a timer, the device initially gives out the value of its current timer to the client.
The client synchronizes its own timer with the device, and uses what it believes to be the current
device timer as the freshness guarantee in each request.
Because of network latency and clock drift, the device allows the freshness guarantee to
be within a few seconds of its timer before considering the message invalid. If the replay occurs
outside of this window, the device will detect it when the freshness guarantee of the message is
compared with the freshness guarantee of the device. If the replay occurs within the window, the
device is able to detect the replay by maintaining a list of all the MACs used within the window.
When the client receives a response, it must be able to verify that the response was to a
request that it issued and from the device to which it was issued. We will first prove the origin of
the message and then prove that the client is able to verify that it came in response to its request.
The general form of the response is as follows:

µ¡ £X

® « `kAJ_¬\A\` p cuXv+u p ©  p ±
© ª ¯ p MAC ±° : >

Theorem 8. When a client receives a response, it is able to verify with overwhelming probability
that the response came from the device to which it sent a request.
Proof: l ¨ is received from the administrator by the client over the trusted channel. The
device is able to produce l ¨ from  ¨ since it possesses l h , but an adversary cannot.
When proving Theorem 9, it is interesting to note that it holds even though the nonce need
not be random. Since an adversary can predict the value of ©  , we need to use ln¨ in the request, as
well as the response.
Theorem 9. When a client receives a response, it is able to verify with overwhelming probability
that it is in response to a particular request.
Proof: ©  is a nonce that is generated by a client when it accesses the disk. This implies
that no two requests generated by a client will have the same © . Theorem 8 allows the client
to verify that the response came from the storage device. An adversary cannot cause the storage
device to generate a message MACed with l ¨ since the device will only MAC a response using
l?¨ if the request had a valid triple :   p ¨ p lr> , where l  ln»ºbl?¨ and  is MACed with l .
So by Theorem 5, a valid response can only contain an ©  from a previous request from the client.
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By Theorem 7, a replay of a previous request will be detected by the storage device. A replay by
the adversary of previous responses from the device would have an old © that the client would
reject.
It should be noted that there is a security hole in the cache update call-back. Although we
can detect replays of the cache update call-back, we can not detect if an adversary blocks a cache
update message. Being able to block a cache update message is much more powerful that being able
to replay an update message. A replay results in a degradation of file system performance since it
will cause unnecessary reads, but will not cause invalid data to be used. When an update is blocked,
stale and invalid data will not be invalidated from the client cache, so the adversary could cause the
client to use old data. This is an artifact of the caching protocol. A stronger consistency protocol
such as that employed by DFS would avoid this problem, but would introduce others, such as denial
of service from clients refusing to release cache tokens.

4.6

Summary

In this section we have presented a protocol to provide integrity, identity, and freshness
guarantees to both the client and storage device. The protocol will work in both session based
transport such as TCP or an non session based transport such as UDP. Even though we use timers
in the non session based case, We do not require globally synchronized clocks.
Because of the derivation scheme presented in the previous chapter, not only is key exchanges between the storage devices avoided, we do not require that the administrator be able to
communicate with the storage device. This allows greater freedom in the network topology.
Because of the few requirements we make of the network, clients, and storage device,
and the security guarantees we provide, SCARED makes a good foundation for a distributed file
system. In the next chapter we introduce a file system that builds on the SCARED object model to
manage files and directories and the key derivation and security protocol to authenticate accesses to
the storage device. Because of the services provided by SCARED we are able to avoid the need for
a file server.
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Chapter 5

Using SCARED in a Distributed File
System
Using SCARED with network attached storage, we have the building blocks for a serverless distributed file system, called Brave. The file system is serverless in the sense that it does not
need a file server to manage the meta data. Instead, the responsibility for managing the meta data
is shared between the clients and the storage devices. The integrity of the file system itself is the
responsibility of the clients.
It is useful to contrast Brave with other distributed file systems and network attached
storage. On one extreme are NFS and CIFS which manages the complete file system on one server.
On the other extreme are SAN storage devices which are basically SCSI devices connected to a
network. A slightly less extreme example of a distributed file system is AFS. AFS has volume
servers which manage a subtree of the distributed file system. On the other hand, a less extreme
example of network attached storage is the NASD project which uses a file server to manage meta
data for the file system, and allows the storage devices to store file data in objects managed by the
devices.
Brave falls exactly between these extremes. Like NASD, Brave stores the file data in
objects managed by the SCARED storage devices, but it also stores the file system meta data.
However, it does not store a whole directory subtree like AFS does. The SCARED devices manage
the file system data and meta data in objects they manage, but the clients implement Brave in their
VFS layer to actually associate the objects stored on the SCARED devices into a file system.
In the following section, we will explain the semantics of the Brave file system and its
method of operation. To provide a basis for these explanations, the next section explains how the
data and meta data is organized in the file system. Section 5.2 will explain the semantics of the file
system, and  5.3 will explain the way the various file system operations are carried out in Brave.

5.1

Brave File System Layout

Since we are building a file system on top of SCARED devices, there is a natural mapping
of file system structures to SCARED structures: each directory is stored in a meta data object
and each file is stored in a data object. In our initial implementation we maintain this one-toone mapping. In the future, files and directories may be striped across data and meta data objects
to improve performance and scaling. Mirroring may also be used to improve performance and
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Figure 5.1: Brave directory entry layout.
reliability. Even with striping and mirroring, the basic concepts presented here remain unchanged.
To introduce Brave, we must first introduce the mount point or root of the file system. The
root of the Brave file system is a directory. In Brave there is not anything special about the root, any
meta data object can be used as the root of the file system. Figure 5.1 shows the data structures that
are stored in the entry data. In addition to these structures, the hash of the file name is stored in the
lookup tag.
By storing the hash of the file name in the lookup tag, the SCARED disk is able to return
the desired entry on a lookup without sending all the directory entries to the client. This saves
network bandwidth, as well as optimizing one of the most common directory operations. Using a
hash of the file name instead of the file name itself, the storage device is able to search on a fixed
size number and preserves the secrecy of the file name, if needed.
Because the lookup tag is the hash of the file name and not the file name itself, the file
name of the directory entry needs to be stored in the meta data entry. A SCARED device does not
use the file name since lookups are done on a lookup tag, so the file name is stored in the entry data,
which is stored without being interpreted by the storage device.
The main purpose of a directory entry is to provide a mapping between a name and a file
or directory. For this reason, a pointer to the location of the file or directory follows the file name.
The pointer comes in two forms: a symbolic link or an object identifier and host name (hard link).
A hard link is composed of the host name of the SCARED device that stores the object
containing the file or directory and the object identifier (OID) of that object. A hard link preserves
referential integrity. This means that an object referenced by a hard link will not be deleted until the
link is deleted.
Unlike a hard link, a symbolic link does not retain referential integrity. Instead, the symbolic link is a string that is passed back to the operating system to be resolved. The string need not
reference a file that is part of the Brave file system or even a file that exists.
Referential integrity is preserved by using the info block that is part of every SCARED
object. The info block is stored uninterpreted by the SCARED device. The Brave clients store the
entry tag, the OID, and the host name of the meta data entry that references the object. Using the
entry data and the info block, clients have pointers between the entry and object and vice-versa.
Figure 5.2 shows an example of a directory containing a file and directory. The file is
stored on the same SCARED device as the directory, but the directory is stored on a different
device. It is important to note that the SCARED device stores the info block, the entry data, and
the file data, but does not use the contents. The figure shows both the forward links from the entries
to the objects they reference, and the backward links from the objects to the entries that reference
them.
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Figure 5.2: An example directory structure stored in a meta data object.

5.2

Brave Semantics

As mentioned in the introduction, Brave extends local file system semantics to network
storage. However, when other clients also have access to the network storage, there are additional
semantics that arise. Network and client failure conditions also add semantics not present in local
file systems. We present Brave semantics by first presenting the file semantics in  5.2.1 and then
presenting the directory semantics in  5.2.2.

5.2.1

File Semantics

In a local file system, a file is presented as a logically contiguous stream of bytes. Files
can grow and shrink, and bytes can be read and written at random locations. Files must be opened
before they are accessed and closed after access is complete.
To improve write performance of files, U NIX uses a write back cache for files. File
changes can be in the cache for up to one minute before it is actually written to non-volatile storage.
An application can also immediately commit changes to non-volatile storage using the sync system
call. Even though changes may not be committed to non-volatile storage, the local cache manager
of a local file system reflects the changes to other applications on the local machine.
In a distributed file system there is a cache manager in each network client, so any uncommitted changes can be reflected locally at the client where the change occurred, but not in the
other clients. This problem is further complicated by the fact that we do not require clients to be
able to communicate with each other. For these reasons we write back changes to the SCARED
devices when the file is closed, in addition to the normal commit process using the one minute timer
and the sync system call. This is similar to the caching policy in AFS [24]; however, like JetFile
[21] we only dispatch notifications to other clients when write back occurs instead of waiting for
the notifications to be received. Note, it is possible to use a caching policy that is closer to U NIX
semantics by using the caching policy of Sprite [39], but we chose to implement our caching policy
because of its simplicity and recoverability. This decision may be reevaluated later.
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5.2.2

Directory Semantics

Directories have more structure than files. They store a set of entries indexed by a file
name. Directory operations are always written through to non-volatile storage. We maintain these
semantics in Brave. Just as with files, directory cache updates are dispatched to clients after changes
are committed and do not wait for clients to acknowledge the updates.
U NIX allows multiple hard links to a file. Hard links allow a file to be referenced by
multiple directory entries. U NIX limits hard links to files and only allows links to files on the same
file system as the directory containing the link. Brave only allows a single hard link to a file. This
simplifies the file system consistency checks.
To allow links to files on other file systems and to directories, U NIX also has symbolic
links. While hard links preserve referential integrity, symbolic links may not point to a file or
directory that actually exists and will not be updated if the object they point to is deleted or renamed.
Brave supports symbolic links.

5.3

Brave Operations

The SCARED devices handle the management of the storage of the meta data and data
objects, so most of the file system operations map directly to SCARED object operations. However,
to implement all of the semantics the client must manage the relationship between the directory
entries and the objects to which they point. The file operations correspond exactly to the SCARED
data object operations, so they will not be reviewed here. Instead, we will review the steps required
to implement the directory operations. The storage devices treat meta data and data differently,
which allows the SCARED devices to store the file system meta data without actually maintaining
it or using it. The clients are in charge of keeping the meta data consistent and updated.
Brave maintains consistency of its directories. Since there is no central file server and
no inter-disk and inter-client communication, special techniques are used to maintain referential
integrity of the meta data across storage devices. These techniques are back links, ordered entry
creation and deletion, and test-and-set updates.
Back links are used to check the consistency of the files system. In the info block of every
object is the location and id object and the creation tag of the meta data that refers to the object.
Consistency can be checked by insuring that objects referenced by meta data have a link back to that
meta data, and meta data indexed by the back link of an object actually contains a reference to that
object. The former case indicates the entry is invalid and should be deleted, and the latter indicates
the object should be deleted.

5.3.1

Creation

Entry creation is a particularly troublesome operation in terms of referential integrity,
since meta data stored in the directory entries must be sychronized with the info blocks of the
objects to which the entries refer. To cope with client and disk crashes that may occur in the entry
creation process, we have a well defined order of operations. First, the meta data is added to the
meta data object. Next, the object is created with a back link to the meta data. Finally, the meta data
is updated with the lookup tag, the name, and the location of the new object.
If the client or disk fail after the first step, the meta data will be cleaned up when the back
link check is done since the meta data does not refer to any object. Failure on the second step will
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result in the object being cleaned up, since the meta data does not reference the new object.
To avoid having to lock meta data objects in order to update the meta data, test and set
updates are used. If part of the meta data is to be updated by a client, the old meta data must be
read, updated, and rewritten. Since another client could update the meta data in the middle of the
first client’s update, the first client should be able to detect this condition. This is done by allowing
a client to send a version tag of the old meta data. If the disk receives an update for meta data and a
version tag that does not correspond to the current meta data, the update will be rejected.

5.3.2

Deletion

Deletion could be a much simpler operation than creation were it not for directory deletion
semantics. Normal file systems require a directory to be empty before it can be deleted. Because
of the distributed nature of Brave, we must synchronize the deletion of directory entries with the
object itself to ensure that a directory that is empty at the start of the deletion operation, remains
empty for the duration of the operation. We must also ensure that a client failure does not leave the
file system in an inconsistent state.
For these reasons, we use a three phase delete. The first phase sets a bit in the entry data
to indicate that a deletion operation is in progress for that entry. The next phase actually deletes the
object. Finally, the entry is deleted.
By putting the pending delete bit in the entry data, we avoid having to add semantics
to SCARED while still insuring consistency in the presence of client failures. Whenever a client
encounters a directory entry with a pending bit set, it knows that it must check that the object is
present before using the entry. So, if a client doing a deletion fails after the first phase of the deletion,
the other clients will have to do an extra transaction to check the existence of the referenced object,
but the file system will still be consistent. If the client fails after the second phase, the other clients
will detect the invalid entry since the object will no longer be present and will ignore the entry.

5.3.3

File System Checks

Although the file system remains consistent in the face of client failures, performance is
adversely affected if many invalid or empty entries are present. For this reason it is important to
periodically run file system checks.
The storage device only stores the file system data. It is oblivious to the relationship of
the objects that it stores. So the file system checks must be done a client. In practice it will probably
be the administrator that checks an individual storage device, however anyone with the appropriate
authorization may do the check.
A check is done by simply sweeping the meta data objects on a disk and checking that its
directory entries reference reference existing objects. A second sweep of all objects on the disk is
needed to insure that each object has a backward pointer in it’s info block that points to a directory
entry with a forward pointer to the object. Any entries or objects that fail the sweep are simply
deleted.
Fortunately, no global locks need to be obtained before doing this kind of check, so the
checks can be done while the disk is serving data to other clients. The meta data object that is
being fixed does not even need to be locked since only empty or deleted entries will be removed and
therefore not affect the other clients. This means that the disks do not need to be taken off line or
clients denied access to any part of the file system while the check is running.
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5.4

Conclusion

By building on SCARED, Brave can be implemented completely at the clients, while providing consistent file system semantics to the users. By taking advantage of the object management
facilities of SCARED, Brave avoids requiring clients to be able to communicate with each other.
The structure of the file system allows directories and files to reside on any network disk,
thus enabling a high degree of scaling both in terms of storage size, as well as network bandwidth.
At the same time, referential integrity of the directories is preserved using ordered updates and the
objects themselves as synchronization points.
Because of the distributed nature of Brave, it would be unfortunate if global locks had to
be obtained or access denied to specific objects in order to clean up performance degrades left by
failed clients. Because of the semantics of SCARED, no locking at all needs to be done for file
system checks. Since SCARED manages the entries themselves, a file system check running in
the background can easily delete empty entries and entries pending deletion, without affecting the
accesses of other clients.
Brave illustrates the power of object semantics at the network storage. Not only do we
gain the scalability benefits of a serverless file system, but we also have the strong access control
and authentication provided by SCARED.
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Chapter 6

Implementing SCARED and Brave
To validate our file system design and network attached storage model we implemented
SCARED and Brave in both Java and C. The C version of the client was done in the form of a Linux
Virtual File System (VFS). In the course of our implementation, we not only validated our model,
but also were able to get an idea as to the complexity introduced into the clients and storage devices.
Brave uses TCP [45] because of its good performance in a variety of environments. It
allows us to operate well in LAN environments, as well as WAN environments, such as the Internet.
Even though TCP is a stateful protocol, we can gracefully recover from TCP disconnects by transparently reinitiating the sessions when needed. This allows us to avoid the overhead of maintaining
sessions that are not in use, and to recover from network storage reboots.
Although the necessary concepts to implement SCARED and Brave have already been
introduced, it is necessary to review some of them in terms of current U NIX file systems to fully
understand the complexities introduced by SCARED and Brave, and how they integrate with the
VFS.

6.1

U NIX file systems

The Berkeley Fast File system (FFS) is the quintessential U NIX file system [34] which
improved upon the original U NIX file system [48]. Most local file systems resemble it, and even
those that differ greatly in their design, end up adapting to its structure. This adaption is mandated
by the VFS interface in U NIX.
The two basic concepts that FFS is built on are i-nodes and directories. The i-node manages the storage allocation and the directories manage the name space.

6.1.1

I-nodes

The basic storage management unit in FFS is the i-node. The i-node contains ownership
and access information, in addition to the locations of the disk blocks that store the i-node data.
Because the i-node is stored on a single disk block, there is a limit to the number of data blocks that
can be referenced in the i-node itself. FFS makes use of indirect blocks to allow files larger than the
number of blocks than can be referenced by the i-node itself.
An indirect block stores a list of the locations of data blocks making up a file. They can
also point to other indirect blocks for even larger files. One of the improvements of FFS over the
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traditional U NIX file system was to increase the size of the disk blocks, which reduced the number
of indirect blocks needed while improving disk I/O by acting on larger chunks of storage. They also
made an effort to allocate blocks in the same file close together.

6.1.2

Directories

Directories are stored in i-node and play a special role in the file system. Files are also
stored in i-nodes, however, the data contained in the file data blocks are read and written using the
file system, but the data itself is not actually used by the file system.
The data blocks for directories are used by the file system. As mentioned earlier, directories manage the name space of the file system. In FFS, the directories store the names of the files
and subdirectories of their children along with an i-node number in the data blocks. When a lookup
on a name is done, the directory maps the name to an i-node number. The file system keeps i-node
tables to map i-node numbers to the appropriate disk blocks that store the i-node.
Applications cannot read and write the raw data blocks of a directory i-node. Instead
directories have operations to add, change, remove, lookup, and read directory entries. The file
system translates the directory operations into operations on the data blocks.

6.1.3

Virtual File Systems

When NFS was implemented on U NIX, it became apparent that there was a need for an
interface that would allow file systems writers to expose their file system to the kernel. To define
the interface, it was necessary to choose an abstract file system model that the file systems would
implement.
The interface is called the VFS [28] and the abstract model is patterned after FFS using
i-nodes and directories. Specifically, each file or directory is represented by an i-node. The types
of operations on the i-node depend on whether a file or directory is represented. For files, the basic
operations are read, write, and trunc. The basic operations for directories are lookup, create, delete,
rename, and read directory.

6.2

Integrating Brave and SCARED into the VFS

Having introduced the VFS, it is useful to revisit briefly the new object paradigm introduced by SCARED. Normally, a disk exposes a block interface, so the file system must manage the
mapping of blocks to i-nodes. This means that the file system must keep track of free lists, as well
as maintain the block locations in the i-nodes and indirect blocks.
By using object based network storage, we move the management of the disk blocks and
i-nodes to the storage device. Brave maps the VFS i-node operations directly to operations on the
SCARED objects. This offloads the block allocation and management tasks from the client to the
network storage.
As mentioned in the previous chapter, some of the meta data operations require additional
work by the client file system to preserve the integrity of Brave. In our implementation this turned
out to be surprisingly easy. The biggest complication was creating an i-node from directory entries.
In FFS a directory entry simply mapped a name to an i-node number. A SCARED directory entry maps a name to a location. There is no concept of an i-node number in either SCARED
or Brave. When a lookup is done and an i-node must be created, Brave extracts the information
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Figure 6.1: Brave integration into the Linux VFS.
on the location of the object from the directory entry and instantiates an i-node placing the location
information in a private file system specific member of the i-node structure. The i-node number is
ignored by Brave.
When the i-node is used, Brave will need to establish a connection to the network storage.
Since the host name of the network storage is stored in the directory entry, Brave will need to resolve
the host name to an IP address in order to make the network connection. Brave uses a user level
daemon, braved, to resolve the names and create the connection. This is because rules and functions
to do host name resolution are in the shared C library, which is not loaded by the kernel.
Figure 6.1 shows links between Brave, the other parts of the kernel, and braved. When the
Brave module is inserted into the kernel, it creates a new process and executes the braved program.
Before starting execution it makes the standard input and output streams of the new process end
points of pipes. The Brave kernel module and braved then communicate over these pipe.
When a connection needs to be established, the Brave kernel module will send a message
through the pipe to braved containing the host name of the device to which the connection is to be
made. The braved program uses the Posix gethostbyname routine to resolve the IP address and then
open a TCP connection to that host. Either the open socket number or a ¼f½ , if unsuccessful, will
be returned to the kernel through the pipe. If the connection succeeds, the Brave kernel modules
will find the socket indexed by the socket descriptor in the file descriptor table for braved and use
that socket to communicate with the network storage. A similar process is used to close the TCP
connection, as well as, obtain the keys to make SCARED requests.
The final piece that links Brave into the Linux kernel is the page cache. Brave takes
advantage of the Linux page cache so that it only needs to handle reads of pages that are not already
in the cache and writes. Whenever one of these conditions occur, a callback is issued by the page
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cache on the Brave i-node. The read and write functions are then directly mapped to SCARED
requests to fulfill the request.

6.2.1

Allocation Management

Brave allows files and directories to reside on different SCARED devices than their parent
directories. So when a new file or directory is created, the VFS needs to decide which device to use.
If the same device is always used, the performance of Brave will be that of a single device. Other
considerations also need to be taken into account, such as where the new file or directory is to be
used, network locality of accesses, the free capacity of available devices, the estimated load that the
new file or directory will generate, and the current load of available devices.
We chose to use a simple allocation policy that would allow behavior that could be well
understood by users of Brave and allow the variables mentioned above to be taken into account. It
should be noted that many of the above variables are really only known by the user at allocation
time.
Our allocation policy is very simple, unless indicated otherwise by the user, a new file
or directory is created on the same device as its parent. A user may indicate that the new object
should be created on a different device using a special syntax. When the new file name contains a
substring of the form “@ ¾ host ¿ ”, the VFS allocates the new object on the device that corresponds
to the given hostname. The special substring is removed before it is inserted into the directory. For
example the file “foo@ ¾ host.domain ¿ ” will be created as a file with the name “foo” on the device
that corresponds to “host.domain”.

6.3

Implementing SCARED

The SCARED object model was designed to be as simple as possible, so we were surprised at the complexity of implementing the SCARED server. SCARED does not need to maintain
a file system hierarchy or worry about referential integrity, so it is simpler than a normal local file
system. However, it must maintain the information that is normally contained in an i-node as well
as the list of free blocks on the disk. Thus, the object based disk is significantly more complex than
a disk that simply needs to map block requests to sections of a disk.
Our implementation of the SCARED device bears strong resemblance to FFS. An object
identity is mapped to a disk block that contains the info block and ACL for the object, as well as
pointers to the data blocks or indirect blocks if needed. The device must also maintain a list of free
blocks just like FFS. To provide fast recovery from power failures and reboots, we journal the meta
data request.
Even though the code is not much simpler than a local file system, SCARED does have
a shorter code path when doing lookups of objects. This is because the object identifier is used to
directly index the disk block that contains the object’s data block locations. This allows us to skip
the directory searching and the iterative lookups that are needed in the local file system. (These
lookups take place in Brave at the client.)
It should be noted that we could have adopted a much simpler implementation similar to
the Bullet file system, that would have resulted in much smaller code; but would have left us with
a defragmentation problem as well as requirement that the clients be able to cache entire files at
locally. Fortunately, the object abstraction allows for changing the implementation of the storage
management and allocation.
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6.4

Summary

In summary, we were able to do a proof of concept of Brave and SCARED by implementing a Brave file system at the client and a SCARED server in both Java and C. The semantics of
SCARED mapped well into the operations that Brave require.
When implementing the Linux VFS, the only difficulty was the resolution of host names
by the kernel. The use of host names instead of IP addresses allows a level of indirection that
eases the movement of network storage to different subnets. Because name resolution is highly
configurable, we use a user space daemon to do the resolutions using the C shared library.
The C implementation of SCARED illustrated the complexity that is introduced by moving from a block interface to an object model. Even though we have adopted a very simple object
model, we have to do the same management of free space and storage management that a local file
system must do. The flat name space and object identifiers does reduce the amount of code in the
implementation and the code path at runtime when doing meta data operations such as lookups.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions
As clients becomes more connected, it becomes imperative to have a scalable and secure
method of accessing network attached storage. We have reviewed the current methods of providing
distributed file services and the common ways of securing them. We have identified the problems
with these current methods and proposed ways to overcome their deficiencies.

7.1

Contributions

By building upon the SCARED object model and the SCARED authentication protocol,
we have been able to implement an authenticated serverless file system, Brave. Because Brave is
implemented at the client and does not require a central file server, we remove the limitations to
scalability that file servers bring.

7.1.1

Comparison to Related Work

The most popular distributed file systems, NFS and CIFS, suffer from security, as well
as scalability, problems. Both systems are inappropriate for usage on untrusted networks because
of the simplicity of compromising their security systems and both require the file system to reside
entirely on a single server.
Clustering and NASD are two ways of increasing the scalability of the single server. A
cluster that has a cluster file system, such as the serverless file system, can export an NFS file system
from each node of the cluster; which allows the cluster to handle many more clients and export more
storage than a single server, but it is still limited by the size of the cluster.
In similar ways, NASD allows the server to grow by offloading the file data server function to the storage devices. It has better security properties that allow confidentiality and integrity
guarantees between clients and storage devices, but it still relies on the file server to serve the meta
data and generate capability keys, which limits the scalability of the file system. NASD also requires modification of the clients so that the clients are able to direct file data requests to the storage
devices instead of the server. NASD does not use identity keys which increases the number of keys
managed at the client and obtained from the file server. Other advantages of SCARED over NASD
are shared access keys and more efficient freshness guarantees when using session based protocols.
In many ways, the Brave file system is closest to AFS. It has the unified name space
of AFS which allows it to scale by distributing the file system over multiple servers. Brave has
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three main advantages over AFS. First, SCARED devices do not mandate a specific security infrastructure, instead they can be incorporated into the existing security infrastructure. Second, AFS
manages file system trees in terms of volumes. Each volume server maintains the file system hierarchy for that volume. In effect, AFS transparently mounts these file systems to achieve a unified
name space. SCARED manages only individual files and directories. This means that SCARED’s
allocation is much finer grained than AFS. It also allows files to be striped across multiple disks,
something that cannot be done with AFS. Finally, the clients manage where objects are allocated.
Normally, AFS requires an administrator to manage a volume group, but Brave allows clients to
put files and directories on any storage device they choose. This not only gives the clients greater
freedom, but also eliminates a management task for administrators.

7.1.2

Specific advantages of SCARED and Brave

Brave and SCARED have their own unique advantages. Brave offers scalability in terms
of the amount of storage, as well as the number of clients. Brave’s strong authentication is the result
of the strong authentication of SCARED. The object model used by SCARED is powerful enough
to eliminate the need for a file server and still provide authenticated access to storage. Finally, the
SCARED protocol allows for simplified key management while making few requirements on the
network topology.
The client directed allocation provides two kinds of scalability. First, as the need for
storage increases, new SCARED devices can be added to the network. The addition of the device is
independent of any central authority, so the aggregation of storage can grow without bound. Second,
the allocation decisions are made at the client. This means scaling is not limited by management
overhead. Each client manages its own storage, so as the number of clients and storage grows, so
does the file system.
Brave and SCARED also offer strong authentication guarantees, allowing us to have more
security than any of the available file systems. The ability to control access to the disk is dependent
upon the SCARED object model. The model gives a control point for doing access control. Without
an object model, access is done on a block basis. Usually, as in the case of Fibre Channel, the disk is
also divided into partitions. Without the object model, access control can only be conveniently done
on a disk or partition basis. The only other point of access control is the disk block. Unfortunately,
the disk blocks are small enough that to do access control on individual blocks would require a lot
of work to convey to the disk which group of blocks a client is allowed to access.
With the object model, the disk blocks are grouped into objects which serve as an ideal
point of access control. We are able to attach access control lists to the objects to allow easier key
management at both the clients and storage devices.
The ability to provide the correct granularity of access control is reason enough to use
the SCARED object model, but there are even more advantages in terms of object allocation and
management. By allowing the disk to manage the allocation of disk blocks, many of the synchronization issues associated with managing allocations can be “centrally” at the disk itself. In addition,
the disk can also be used as a synchronization point for meta data operations, such as file creation
and deletion.
Along with the object model, we have presented and analyzed a method of off-line shared
key derivation and an authenticated network protocol. The key derivation avoids the computation overhead of public key operations and the infrastructure requirements of other symmetric key
authentication methods. The authentication protocol provides identity, integrity, and freshness guar-
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antees, without requiring the use of heavy cryptographic operations or encryption.
We have validated both SCARED and Brave by implementing a SCARED server and
Brave client in the form of a Linux VFS. The implementation validated the simplicity of the Brave
client when used with SCARED. It also illustrated the increased complexity of a storage device,
when it needs to do more than just direct mapping of requests to disk blocks.
In conclusion, SCARED is a flexible object model and security protocol which can be
used in a variety of environments. When used with Brave, the combination results in a file system
that works well in both a LAN and WAN environment, making it perfect for use on the Internet
because of its scaling and security properties. The small footprint of Brave allows it to be used in a
small device, as well as a large server.

7.2

Future Work

The purpose of the current work was to establish a basis for building a distributed file
system based on authenticated network attached storage. The current design is robust enough to
allow for additional semantics to be added to the SCARED model and new schemes for mapping
file system files and directories onto the SCARED devices. Specifically semantics may be added
to enable different forms of caching. Locking is also missing from Brave and may be supported
by extending SCARED. Allocation and load balancing could aid in the performance scaling of
Brave. Striping and mirror could improve the performance of large files and provide redundancy for
performance and reliability reasons.

7.2.1

Caching

We have a simple notion of cache coherency that allows us to have a caching model similar
to AFS without a lot of overhead at the storage device. In our current implementation of the Brave
client, we do only in-memory caches. Depending on the network bandwidth and latency between
the client and storage device it may be more efficient to have a large on-disk cache at the client, as
is used with AFS.
It is also possible to simplify the storage device by using a time based caching policy like
NFS. This would eliminate the need to track objects the clients are interested in, as well as the need
to send cache call backs. On the other extreme, a more strict cache coherency protocol, like the
one used in DFS, can be used. This would require more state at the storage device, as well as more
communications between the clients and storage device.
Because of the distributed nature of Brave, we believe the best policy would be to allow
clients and storage devices to negotiate the caching policy on a per device, or even per object, basis.
This would allow for a wide variety of clients and storage devices.

7.2.2

Locking

We have not addressed locking. Distributed file systems vary on their support of locking.
NFS has a locking protocol that is used with the file sharing protocol. CIFS has strict locking built
into it. AFS does not support file locking.
It is our belief that locking is best done outside the file system. However, locking semantics can be added to objects or to directory entries. Since files may be striped across multiple
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objects, doing the locking on the directory entry would allow for centralized management of the
locks for the set of objects that constitute the file or directory.
Another approach to locking would be to simply use a separate locking service. Information on which service to use could be encoded into the directory entry. While this would allow
locking to be done without having to add semantics to SCARED, work would need to be done to
insure that the authorizations for the locking service and SCARED objects that correspond to the
locks are synchronized.

7.2.3

Striping and Mirroring

Our current implementation of Brave has a one-to-one mapping between a file or directory
and a SCARED object. Greater performance can be obtained by striping files and directories across
SCARED objects. Replicating files and directories over multiple objects allows client access even
in the presence of network and device failures. Replication also increases the number of clients that
are able to access a given file or directory.
The format of the directory entry data allows for the location of a file or subdirectory to
be in a variety of formats. Currently, the only types of locations are symbolic links and pointers to
single object. More complicated locations, such as a list of objects the file or directory is replicated
across, or a list of objects and a stride size for striping, can be stored in the entry data to allow a
variety of striping and mirroring schemes.
The difficulty managing a file or directory that is stored on multiple objects is the coordination of the updates. When only one object is involved, the device managing the object also
serves as a point of synchronization. When more than one object is involved, we no longer have a
synchronization point.
If locking semantics were available to the Brave clients, they would be able to coordinate
updates to the objects; although recovery from client failures would still need to be addressed. It
would be nicer to be able to provide the ability to do the necessary coordination without full locking
semantics.

7.2.4

Allocation and Load Balancing

Currently, we allow the users complete control over where new objects are allocated when
a file or directory is created. This type of allocation is useful because a user may have a better idea
of how, where, and when a file will be used than a file server could possibly have. As files are used,
a file server, if there were one, would be able to detect access patterns and hot spots, move files to
localize client access, and spread hot spots across devices.
The problem with this kind of load balancing and allocation management is the lack of
a central server. Potentially, a device could gather local information on object accesses and an
allocation manager could gather access statistics to make more global allocation decisions.
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Appendix A

Key Data Encoding
SCARED key data is made up of a set of attributes that correspond to a key. Each attribute
is encoded by a byte representing the attribute type, a byte representing the length of the attribute
data, followed by the attribute data. Using this encoding at most 254 attributed types can be encoded
since the types zero and 255 are reserved. Also, the attribute data can be at most 255 bytes in length.
The data that corresponds to a SCARED key is made up of a set of attributes that correspond to a key appended to the attributes of the keys from which it was derived. Since the keys can
be derived from a number of other keys, the attributes of the parent keys need to be delimited. We
delimit each set using the octet 0xff. Thus, key data will be composed of sets of attributes delimited
by the octet 0xff, where the first set of attributes are the attributes associated with the first key from
which all of the subsequent keys are derived.
Table A lists the defined attribute types. These attributes fall into three categories: identity,
capability, and informational. The attributes in each of these categories will be described in the
following sections. Section A.4 describes the algorithm for evaluating the attributes to check access.

A.1

Identity Attribute

The identity attribute conveys the identity of the possessor of the key. This identity could
take the form of a 16-bit UID or GID, or a variable length string, or any other sequence of bytes
identifying a client. In our current implementation we have chosen to have the user identifiers
restricted to 128-bit numbers. This allows for globally unique identifiers to be generated and used.
Thus each identity attribute will have 16 bytes of attribute data associated with it.
While it is conceivable that a key could have only one identity associated with it, in our
octet
0x01
0x02
0x03
0xfd
0xfe

type
client id
object id
permission
expiration
salt

Table A.1: SCARED attribute types for key data.
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Permission
read
write
delete
admin

Mask
0x0001
0x0002
0x0004
0x0008

Table A.2: Permission masks for the permission capability attribute.
applications we associate multiple identities with a key. A user will generally have her 128-bit
identity in the key data, as well as the 128-bit group ids of the groups to which she belongs. Each
identity will be a separated attribute in the key data.
When evaluating the key, the identities in an attribute set will be treated as a union. This
means that adding an identity to an attribute set will broaden the access a key has. When deriving
a key that contains an identity attribute, the derived key will only have a subset of the access of the
parent key. This means that a key, ÀÁ that is derived from a key, À with the identity attributes for
Â
, Ã , and Ä , and has the identity attributes for Ã and Å in the key data for ÀÁ , will only identify
the possessor of À Á as B. Even though D is in the key data for À Á , it is ignored since it is not in the
key data for À .

A.2

Capability Attributes

The octets 0x02 and 0x03 are capability attributes. They describe what the key can do as
opposed to who possesses the key. The octet 0x02 is the object capability and restricts the capability
to a specific object, and the octet 0x03 is the permission capability and describes the permissions of
the capability.
The object capability binds the capability to a specific object. It is always 16 bytes in
length and the attribute data will contain the OID of the object. If there are multiple objects attributes
in an attribute set, the capability will apply to both objects. As with identity attributes, a derived key
may include object capabilities to further restrict the objects to which a capability applies, but they
cannot increase the number of objects to which a capability applies.
By itself, the object capability attribute does not carry any permissions, so unless it is
derived from a key with permission attributes or an identity attribute, the key would not be able
to do anything. A permission capability attribute gives permission to the holder of a key. The
permission attribute is usually 16-bits in size. It is a bit mask, whose interpretation is given in table
A.2. Only the first set of attributes can add a permission to a key. Permission capabilities in any of
the other attribute sets will only further restrict the permissions of a key. If the permission attribute
is not accompanied by an identity or object capability attribute and is not derived from a key with an
identity or object capability attribute, the permission applies to all the objects on a storage device.
So a key with just the read permission capability attribute would be able to read all objects on the
storage device.
It should be noted that capability attributes and identity attributes can be mixed. For
example, if the read capability attribute occurs with the identity attribute for Ã , the key is able to
read all objects that Ã can read. Another example would be an object capability attribute for object
Æ
Æ
Æ
and the identity attribute for Ã . This key would be able to read if Ã could read , but it would
not be able to read Ç even if Ã could read Ç .
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A.3

Key Information Attributes

There are two attributes that have information about the key itself and are orthogonal to
the capability and identity aspects of the key. The octet 0xfd has expiration information about the
key, and octet 0xfe describes the salt used to derive the key. Both of these attributes enhance the
security aspects of the key by providing a way to limit the lifetime of the key and to randomize the
generation of the key.
Limiting the lifetime of the key limits the window of opportunity for an attacker to use a
compromised key. The expiration time is relative to the local timer on the storage since we do not
require a global clock. The timer is a 64-bit big-endian number and the units are seconds.
A salt is a number that is added to the derivation of the key to introduce randomness. The
salt itself need not be random. Salts are usually 128-bit numbers. The storage device does not use
the salt for anything.
Since response keys must be unique but do not carry any access rights, their key data is
only made up of salt. For example, a response key will usually take the form of the octet 0xfe
followed by the length of the salt, usually 16, then 16 arbitrary bytes. The salt does not have to be
random but must be unique in relation to a network storage device.

A.4

Key Data Evaluation

To determine the rights and validity of a key, the storage device must evaluate the sets of
attributes in the key data starting with the first set of attributes. The first step in attribute evaluation
is to check for an expiration attribute. If one is present and expired, the key will be rejected as
expired.
The next step is to check for an identity attribute. If one is present the access list for the
target of the request is checked to insure that the operation is permitted.
Assuming that the access list permits the operation, the third step is to check that the OID
of the target is in one of the object capability attributes. If there are object capability attributes
present and the target of the operation is not in one of the capabilities, the request will be rejected.
The fourth and final step is to check for the permission attribute. If there is no identity
attribute and there is no permission attribute and the first attribute set is being evaluated, the key is
rejected as invalid. If a permission attribute is present, the key is rejected if one of the permission
attributes does not allow the requested operation.
The steps are repeated for each set of attributes in the attribute set. If the key is not
requested in any of the passes, the operation is permitted by the key data. Before the operation is
actually carried out, the freshness guarantees must still be checked and the key corresponding to the
key data must be generated and the MAC checked.
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Appendix B

Pseudo-Random Functions
The following was taken from the lecture notes [14] of Cynthia Dwork’s Foundations of
Cryptography class at Stanford. These notes draw heavily from [37, 19, 33].
A truly random function ÈrÉÊ¾aË0Ìz½\¿zÍ¼ÊÎÏ¾aË0Ìz½\¿zÍ has no short (polynomial in Ð -sized)
representation. Intuitively, a pseudo-random function ÑrÒ;Ñ@Ó?É¾aË0Ìz½\¿ Í ¼_Î ¾aË0Ìz½\¿ Í ,
specified by a short (say, ÔnÕTÐÖ -bit) seed, is polynomial-time indistinguishable from a
truly random function, in that a polynomial-time bounded adversary, querying a function × at adaptively chosen points ØgÙÚ¾aË0Ìz½\¿ Í , cannot determine whether × is pseudorandom or truly random.

ÛÛÛ
Æ

Notation. Let Ü denote the set of all natural numbers. Let Í denote the set of all
ÐÆ -bit strings, ¾aË0Ìz½\¿ Í . Let Ý Í denote the random variable uniformly distributed over
Í.
The following definitions are taken from [37]. See also [19, 33].
Informally, a pseudo-random function ensemble is an efficient distribution of functions
that cannot be efficiently distinguished from the uniform distribution. That is, an efficient algorithm that gets a function as a black box cannot tell (with non-negligible
success probability) from which of the distributions it was sampled. To formalize this,
we first define function ensembles and efficient function ensembles:

Æ%â

Definition 4 (function ensemble). Let Þ and ß be any two ÜáàÎ¢Ü functions. An àÎ
Æã
function ensemble is a sequence ä;Òå¾aä ¿
Í ÍXæ\Æç âJè of random
Æ ã è variables, such that the
Í%é functions. The uniform
random variable ä assumes values in the set of Í%éàÎ
Í
Æâ
Æã
ensemble, ê Ò¾aê ¿
, has ê
uniformly distributed over the set
àÆ%Î â+è function
Í Íækç
Í
Æ ãè
Íé functions.
of Íé Îà
Definition 5 (efficiently computable function ensemble).
A function ensemble, äÒ¾aä ¿
Í ÍXæ\ç , is efficiently computable if there exist probabilistic polynomial-time algorithms, ë and ì , and a mapping from strings to functions, í ,
such that í ÕîëïÕ+½ Í ÖJÖ and ä are identically distributed and ìRÕTðÌJØ"ÖñÒVÕ í ÕTðxÖJÖòÕTØ"Ö .

Í

We denote by È\ó the function assigned to ð (i.e. È\óôòÒ¢
õDö íÕTð+Ö ). We refer to ð as the key of
È ó and to ë as the key-generating algorithm of ä .
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For simplicity, we concentrate on the definition of pseudo-random functions and on
their construction on length-preserving functions. The distinguisher, in our setting, is
defined to be an oracle machine that can make queries to a length-preserving function
(which is either sampled from the pseudo-random function ensemble or from the uniform function ensemble). We assume that on input ½òÍ the oracle machine makes only
Æ
Æ
Ð -bit queries. For any probabilistic oracle machine, ÷ , and any Í àÎ Í function, Ô ,
we denote by ÷ùø1Õ+½ Í Ö the distribution of ÷ ’s output on input ½ Í and with access to
Ô .
Definition 6 (efficiently computable pseudo-random function ensemble). An efficiently
Æ
Æ
Í function ensemble, äúÒû¾aä Í ¿ Íækç , is pseudo-random if for evcomputable ÍgàÎ
ery probabilistic polynomial-time oracle machine ÷ , every polynomial ü ÕxýþÖ , and all
sufficiently large Ð ’s

ÿÿ



where ê¤Ò¾aê

÷



ÊÕ+½ Í ÖÒ ½ -¼


Æ
Í ¿ Íækç is the uniform Í àÎ



Æ

÷

ÿ
_Õ+½ Í ÖÒ ½ ÿ





½
ü ÕTÐÖ

Í function ensemble.

In this thesis we use the term “pseudo-random functions” as an abbreviation for “efficiently computable pseudo-random function ensemble”. We also refer to the key, ð , of È ó as the
secret used with the pseudo-random function.
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